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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 Hikvision USA, Inc. (“Hikvision”) provides these reply comments with respect to the 

Commission’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“NPRM”) proposing to prohibit further 

authorization of equipment on the Covered List. 

 The comments overwhelmingly demonstrate that there is no basis for concluding that 

peripheral devices like Hikvision’s cameras and recorders pose any unique or material 

cybersecurity threat either to the nation’s telecommunications infrastructure or to private 

businesses.  Just as the NPRM contained no credible evidence of any such threat, the comments 

likewise offer none.  There is simply no non-speculative, real-world basis for the NPRM’s 

unprecedented proposal to ban Hikvision products from the United States. 

 As a legal matter, the comments overwhelmingly confirm that the Commission lacks 

authority to adopt the proposed ban.  No fewer than eight major, national trade associations 

joined a letter warning the Commission that its proposals go well beyond any congressional 

delegation and would dramatically depart from the FCC’s own longstanding approach of limiting 

the equipment authorization process to technical review.  Commenters also agree that the 

Commission cannot bootstrap section 889 of the National Defense Authorization Act (“Section 

889”), the Secure Networks Act (“SNA”), and the resulting Covered List into authority for the 

proposed regulations.  Under the SNA and Section 889, Congress and the Commission have 

already determined that there should not be a blanket ban like that proposed by the NPRM.  The 

NPRM is thus inconsistent with the text of both statutes—it would eliminate distinctions drawn 

by Congress and unreasonably depart from the Commission’s own previous recognition of those 

congressional boundaries. 

Commenters also overwhelmingly urge the Commission not to regulate IoT device 
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security through the equipment authorization process, but instead to work with other agencies to 

achieve its cybersecurity goals.  The NPRM is inconsistent with that kind of collaborative and 

deliberative approach.  Indeed, it proposes to regulate in the absence of any significant inquiry 

into the best ways to ensure the cybersecurity of the peripheral products at issue. 

Commenters also agree that the Commission cannot satisfy its duty of reasoned 

explanation in connection with the proposed ban, particularly with respect to peripherals.  Like 

Hikvision, other commenters point out that the rules are arbitrary and capricious because they 

rely on factors entirely unrelated to the spectrum management and interference concerns over 

which Congress delegated authority to the Commission.  The rules are also arbitrary and 

capricious because agencies are required to regulate based on real, demonstrated problems, not 

hypothetical concerns and—as noted above—neither the NPRM nor the comments demonstrate 

any such problem.  Hikvision is not a telecommunications company, and its devices are not 

telecommunications network equipment.  There is no basis for concluding that these peripheral 

devices, which operate outside of telecommunications networks, pose a threat to those networks, 

or to the security and privacy of the communications flowing over those networks.  The proposed 

rules would instead cause real-world problems.  As a multitude of comments confirm, the 

proposals would be highly disruptive to American businesses, end users, manufacturers, and 

global trade.  There is also broad record consensus that the NPRM’s proposals would threaten 

both jobs and safety:  Numerous Hikvision business partners and security companies discuss 

possible job losses, and many also point out that end users who currently protect their premises 

and personnel using Hikvision ultimately will not be able to obtain the support they require. 

Finally, the comments also underscore the unconstitutionality of the proposed rules—

some unwittingly, by making it clear that their support for the proposed rules is motivated not by 
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security concerns but by opposition to Chinese companies and products.  As set forth in our 

opening comments, however, the Equal Protection clause does not allow the Commission to 

target people or products based on their national origin. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Hikvision USA, Inc. (“Hikvision”) provides these reply comments with respect to the 

Commission’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“NPRM”) proposing to prohibit further 

authorization of all equipment on the Covered List.  Despite ostensibly addressing network-

security concerns, the NPRM would indiscriminately ban not just telecommunications network 

equipment, but also peripherals that operate outside of telecommunications networks—and may 

not even be connected to them.  This proposal is unlawful and unsound. 

Hikvision’s opening comments explained that its video surveillance equipment is not 

part of the telecommunications or Internet infrastructure, but instead comprises “peripheral” 

devices of the sort that the Commission has long declined to regulate.  As the accompanying 

expert report confirms,1 Hikvision video surveillance equipment can be—and often is—

deployed and operated entirely physically separated from any telecommunications networks.  No 

commenter posits how Hikvision equipment could pose any cybersecurity threat to 

telecommunications networks or end users in that configuration.  The expert report also confirms 

that where Hikvision devices are deployed on a user’s internal enterprise network—which may 

connect to a telecommunications network—the Hikvision equipment and data streams can and 

should be kept entirely separate from traffic that flows to outside telecommunication networks.  

These are common and well-known cybersecurity practices that negate the Commission’s 

(unfounded) concerns. 

The record indicates, moreover, that any concerns about “backdoors” into Hikvision’s 

products are also unfounded.  There is simply not a scintilla of evidence that Hikvision creates 

 
1  See generally FTI Consulting, Hikvision Camera and NVR Setup Options and Cybersecurity 

Best Practices Considerations (2021) (“FTI Report”).  
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such backdoors.  Claims that the Chinese government somehow has had access to Hikvision 

video surveillance equipment in the United States for months are both unsupported and wrong.  

The comments overwhelmingly confirm that for reasons both practical and legal, it 

makes no sense for the Commission to reverse its longstanding deregulatory policy with respect 

to end-user devices to effectively ban the importation and sale of such equipment as proposed in 

the NPRM.  The record is clear that the devices at issue here simply do not raise any security 

issue distinct from those posed by a myriad of other networkable peripheral equipment.  Indeed, 

commenters urged the Commission not to attempt to regulate IoT peripheral device security 

independently, but instead to work with other agencies to achieve its cybersecurity goals.  The 

NPRM is inconsistent with the kind of collaborative and deliberative approach uniformly 

embraced by the comments.  Moreover, the NPRM’s proposals put the cart before the horse—

the Commission proposes to regulate without having conducted any significant inquiry into the 

best ways to ensure the cybersecurity of the kinds of peripheral products at issue. 

  The comments underscore that the Commission lacks legal authority to adopt the 

proposed rules.  Virtually all commenters agree that the Commission’s express authority under 

section 302 of the Communications Act, which authorizes the Commission’s equipment 

certification regime, does not extend to public-interest regulation of equipment for reasons of 

national security—or indeed to public interest regulation unrelated to spectrum management.  A 

broad array of national trade organizations and individual companies also explained in their 

comments that the proposals of the NPRM far outstrip the authority provided by Congress under 

the National Defense Authorization Act (“NDAA”) and the Secure Networks Act (“SNA”).  In 

those statutes, Congress made the determination to restrict government funding or use of video 

surveillance equipment only for specific places and purposes.  The proposals of the NPRM 
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would erase that congressional boundary.  Commenters also overwhelmingly agreed that the 

NPRM’s proposals exceed the Commission’s ancillary jurisdiction—under Title I, the 

Commission has no general regulatory authority over CPE that is not engaged in 

communications by wire or radio, and the Commission has pointed to no specific statutory 

provision or provisions that the proposed regulations are reasonably ancillary to effectuating. 

  Commenters also agreed that it is arbitrary and capricious to single out equipment from 

Hikvision and a handful of other companies for unfavorable treatment on the basis of highly 

speculative, unsubstantiated security concerns.  As Hikvision set forth in its opening comments, 

Hikvision has a stellar record of identifying and addressing security vulnerabilities in a 

transparent manner, and of pursuing and obtaining high-level security certifications for its 

devices.  And, again, while Hikvision has occasionally discovered and remedied cybersecurity 

vulnerabilities in its products, that is true of virtually every software manufacturer or developer 

that is diligent about the security of its products.  The record provides no evidence that 

Hikvision equipment is more vulnerable than that of other manufacturers across the wide range 

of business installations.  Other commenters also agreed that the proposed rules are arbitrary and 

capricious because they rely on factors entirely unrelated to the spectrum management and 

interference concerns over which Congress delegated authority to the Commission.  Moreover, 

the rules are arbitrary and capricious because agencies are required to regulate based on real, 

demonstrated problems, not hypothetical concerns and—as noted above—neither the NPRM nor 

the comments demonstrate any such problem.  

As a broad array of comments confirm, the NPRM’s proposals also would be highly 

disruptive to American businesses, end users, manufacturers, and global trade.  There is, 

moreover, broad record consensus that the NPRM’s proposals would threaten both jobs and 
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safety:  Numerous Hikvision business partners and security companies discuss possible job 

losses, and many also point out that end users who currently protect their premises and personnel 

using Hikvision ultimately will not be able to obtain the support they require. 

Finally, the comments also underscore the unconstitutionality of the proposed rules—

some unwittingly, by making it clear that their support for the proposed rules is motivated not by 

security concerns but by opposition to Chinese companies and products.  As set forth in our 

opening comments, however, the Equal Protection clause does not allow the Commission to 

target Chinese people or products based on their national origin. 

In sum, Hikvision provides technologically superior equipment with outstanding 

customer support, reliability, ease of use, and cost-effectiveness.  Barring that equipment from 

the United States market will serve no ascertainable or statutorily-permissible purpose, while 

harming American businesses who have chosen to rely on it.   

II. THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO BASIS IN THE RECORD FOR CONCLUDING 
THAT HIKVISION’S PERIPHERAL DEVICES POSE A UNIQUE THREAT TO 
U.S. CYBERSECURITY OR TO THE SECURITY AND PRIVACY OF U.S. 
BUSINESSES THAT HAVE CHOSEN TO USE HIKVISION PRODUCTS. 

Hikvision devices and software do not pose a cybersecurity threat, let alone a unique 

threat.  No comments offer specific, credible information about a unique threat from Hikvision.  

While Hikvision intermittently has discovered and fixed security vulnerabilities in its software, 

including on the eve of filing comments, that is not unique, nor is it more prevalent for Hikvision 

than its peers.  There is thus no basis for the extraordinary step of banning Hikvision products 

from authorization for use in the United States, either prospectively or retroactively.  Indeed, 

nothing in the record suggests that the businesses that choose to deploy Hikvision video 

surveillance equipment cannot do so in a secure manner.  The Commission’s proposed ban of 

Hikvision products therefore will not advance national security; instead, it would harm, rather 
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than help, the many American businesses who choose to use Hikvision devices to secure their 

premises and people.2  

As set forth in our opening comments, Hikvision is a globally respected video 

surveillance company that, like other device and software manufacturers, protects its hardware 

and software against cybersecurity threats.  Hikvision has a demonstrated track record of doing 

so, both by carefully testing its software for vulnerabilities prior to release,3 and by promptly and 

transparently releasing patches when a vulnerability is identified in software after release to the 

public.4  In fact, Hikvision has received numerous certifications and recognitions for its rigorous 

approach to cybersecurity best practices.5  Yet the Commission now proposes to target Hikvision 

for disfavored treatment compared to other manufacturers’ equipment with equivalent or greater 

vulnerabilities.6  However, no commenter has provided any basis for concluding that Hikvision 

poses a uniquely different or greater threat to U.S. security or end user cybersecurity compared 

with any other manufacturer of peripherals that may or may not connect with 

telecommunications networks.  

Hikvision principally provides cameras and associated “network video recorders” used 

primarily by small- to medium-sized businesses to safeguard their property.7  Unlike some of the 

equipment the Commission’s proposal targets, Hikvision’s equipment is not used by 

 
2  Corrected Comments of Hikvision at 1, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 22, 2021) 

(“Hikvision Comments”). 
3  Id. at 19–20. 
4  Id. at 20. 
5  Id. at 23–25. 
6  Id. at 4. 
7  Id. at 1–2. 
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telecommunications carriers to provide communications services.8  Like video surveillance 

devices manufactured by other companies, Hikvision devices are “peripheral” devices that 

operate outside of the network edge—that is, they operate on the end user’s side of the point at 

which the end user’s network connects to the Internet or telecommunications networks.9  Indeed, 

they often are not connected with a telecommunications network, and do not need such a 

connection to be fully functional.  They are not part of the telecommunications or Internet 

infrastructure.10  Instead, this equipment is used by end users to secure their businesses from 

physical threats.11  Because Hikvision does not provide network equipment,12 it cannot divert 

communications or subvert communications networks.13   

Moreover, Hikvision cameras and recorders sold in the United States generally are not 

“capable of routing or redirecting user data traffic or permitting visibility into any user data” 

within the meaning of the SNA.14  As Hikvision explained in its opening comments, Hikvision 

cameras merely generate video signals, but they do not “route” those signals.15  Those signals are 

routed, if at all, by other devices in the end user’s network, which the end user controls.16  

Hikvision equipment also does not generate video signals other than those generated by the end 

user.  In this sense, Hikvision equipment is different from a network router purchased and used 

 
8  Id. at 40–41. 
9  Id. at 3, 8. 
10  Id. at 3. 
11  Id. at 40–41. 
12  Hikvision does sell switches, which are intended to be used to connect multiple cameras to a 

recorder. 
13  Hikvision Comments at 1. 
14  47 U.S.C. § 1601(b)(2)(A).   
15  Hikvision Comments at 39. 
16  Id. at 3.  
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by an Internet Service Provider or carrier to handle traffic from multiple parties—Hikvision’s 

equipment is used only by the end user by whom it was purchased and installed.  Further, when 

cameras and recorders are deployed in a standalone video surveillance installation, by definition 

they cannot route or redirect user data traffic or permit visibility into any user data or packets.17  

Nothing in the comments suggests anything to the contrary.   

As Hikvision also explained in its opening comments, end user businesses, not Hikvision, 

choose how to deploy their Hikvision equipment.18  In addition to Hikvision’s rigorous testing, 

end users’ deployment choices mean that Hikvision poses a far lesser threat from a cybersecurity 

perspective than most peripheral devices because end users’ deployment choices incorporate a 

range of cybersecurity protections.19  Hikvision devices can be, and often are, installed by 

experienced professional installers for end users.  These professionals can install video 

surveillance equipment on standalone, physically separate internal networks with no Internet 

connection, or on a standalone deployment that is logically separated from any Internet 

connection.20  

The accompanying expert report confirms that a Hikvision camera can be plugged 

directly into a Network Video Recorder (“NVR”) through a dedicated ethernet cable, without 

any connection to internal network infrastructure.21  This setup creates an “air-gapped” 

deployment, which the expert report confirms is “the most secure way any device can be 

 
17  Id. at 38.  
18  Id. at 2. 
19  Id. at 8–12. 
20  Id. at 8–12; see also FTI Report at 1–2. 
21  See FTI Report at 1.  The end user can further connect the NVR to a monitor or TV via the 

NVR’s HDMI port, to monitor recordings in real time or review stored recordings.  
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configured.”22 In an air-gapped deployment, “data is only transferred between the camera and the 

NVR” and, therefore, “there is no way any other data can be received from an outside source or 

have data transmitted to an outside recipient.”23  To this end, neither the camera nor the NVR 

touches “any existing internal network infrastructure, including the Internet, or other networked 

devices on that infrastructure.”24 When Hikvision makes firmware updates available, an end user 

can download the firmware from Hikvision’s website and manually upload it to the device being 

updated—no Internet connection is necessary.25  This keeps the equipment secure, as “the 

devices continually remain inaccessible to send or receive data except between the camera(s) and 

NVR.”26  

Similarly, the expert report confirms that a user can choose a network segmented setup, 

in which an end user can connect a Hikvision NVR to existing network infrastructure, enabling  

network users to access the Hikvision device for monitoring from a centralized point within the 

user’s internal network.27  Network segmentation “allows for an existing internal network 

infrastructure to be separated into one or more separate network segments to transmit and receive 

data independently of each other.”28  As Hikvision explained in its opening comments, end users 

can and do deploy Hikvision equipment over an internal network which is (1) protected by a 

firewall at the network’s edge, and (2) protected from other internal network segments by 

 
22  Id.  
23  Id.  
24  Id.  
25  Id.  
26  Id. 
27  Id. at 2. 
28  Id. at 2. 
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internal firewalls.29  Placing Hikvision devices behind a firewall “adds an additional layer of 

protection because it establishes a barrier between a trusted network (camera/NVR segment) and 

any other network segments or an untrusted network, such as the Internet.”30 The firewall can 

also “be configured to block any data coming in and data leaving the camera/NVR.”31 These 

deployments ensure that Hikvision devices connected to a network remain separate from an 

Internet-connected network or any devices on the Internet-connected network.  

Such standalone device and network segmented deployments minimize the risk of any 

inbound attack, because there is no point of entry from an outside network from which a third 

party could launch such an attack—and they also minimize any risk of outbound transmission of 

data due to hypothetical malware or software vulnerability, because there is no connection to an 

outside network to which the data could flow.32 

These types of standalone deployments essentially eliminate the threat of network 

cyberattacks.  For example, U.S. Army Colonel Christopher Beck has stated with regard to 

Hikvision cameras used on an Army base, “[w]e never believed [the cameras] were a security 

risk” because “[t]hey were always on a closed network.”33  Another commenter similarly noted 

that “interference is unrelated to the general, far-ranging cybersecurity concerns the Commission 

is confronting in this proceeding.  Cybersecurity is an important aspect of network security as 

 
29  Hikvision Comments at 10; see also FTI Report at 2.  
30  FTI Report at 2. 
31  Id. 
32  Hikvision Comments at 8–12; see also FTI Report at 1–2. 
33  Hikvision Comments at 60 (quoting Dan Strumpf, Army Rips Out Chinese-Made 

Surveillance Cameras Overlooking U.S. Base, WALL ST. J. (Jan. 12, 2018), 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/army-rips-out-chinese-made-surveillance-cameras-
overlooking-u-s-base-1515753001). 
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well as IoT/connected-device security. . . . [M]any devices that emit RF energy are not and will 

never be ‘connected’ to a network, let alone communications networks and the public internet.”34   

If a Hikvision end user chooses to connect its device to the Internet, Hikvision 

recommends to end users an array of cybersecurity best practices to enable the end user to secure 

that deployment.35  As Hikvision explained in its opening comments, end users can use a virtual 

private network, or “VPN,” to provide encrypted access to the internal video surveillance 

network, which keeps the data encrypted and restricts access to only those users with appropriate 

credentials.36  An end user may choose to enable Hik-Connect, a “cloud-based access control 

tool that offers end-to-end encryption.”37  End users can configure Hik-Connect using the 

network segmentation deployment described above, and can enable a “conditional configuration” 

which restricts IP addresses used.38 

More generally, Hikvision invests in, and makes available to end users, substantial 

cybersecurity resources to help safeguard its devices and to help end users secure their 

installation of Hikvision devices.39  To note just a few examples, end users can configure IP 

address and/or MAC address filtering on an NVR—which permits only the devices with the 

specified address to connect to the NVR—and utilize a user management configuration, which 

 
34  Comments of USTelecom at 9, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“USTelecom 

Comments”). 
35  See Hikvision Comments at 12–13. 
36  Id. at 12; see also FTI Report at 2–3.  
37  FTI Report at 3.  
38  Id. 
39  Hikvision Comments at 4; see also FTI Report at 3–4. 
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permits the owner of the Hikvision device to permit “a user’s account to access only the features 

necessary and specific to the user’s duties.”40  

Moreover, Hikvision’s recommended best practices are on the leading edge of 

cybersecurity. For example, Hikvision was among the first video surveillance companies to 

dispense with default passwords—instead, Hikvision requires end users to choose “a unique and 

strong password when you first activate your camera or recorder.  This is the recommended more 

secure practice and plays a part in preventing hacking attacks.”41  Indeed, because Hikvision 

eliminated default passwords, its devices were generally not victimized by the 2016 Mirai 

Botnet.42  Again, no commenter presented evidence that these considerable cybersecurity best 

practices are inadequate to address security threats, if any, to Hikvision equipment.  

Hikvision devices and software are also interoperable with other manufacturers’ 

hardware and software.  This interoperability adds yet another layer of cybersecurity protection, 

as any inbound threat would need to penetrate not only Hikvision’s considerable cybersecurity 

 
40  FTI Report at 3–4. 
41  Hikvision Default Password, Security Cam Center (May 26, 2021), 

https://securitycamcenter.com/hikvision-default-password/; see also FTI Report at 3. 
42  The Mirai “botnet” incident in 2016 illustrates how Hikvision’s shift away from default 

passwords has helped to protect Hikvision devices from cyberattacks.  In October 2016, the 
Mirai botnet—a collection of hundreds of thousands of malware-infected computers—
launched the largest distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack in history, which left parts of 
the Internet inaccessible on the U.S. east coast. The Mirai botnet targeted devices—mostly 
video surveillance cameras, NVRs, and home routers—with default passwords and 
embedded those passwords into malware.  See, e.g., Who Makes the IoT Things Under 
Attack?, Krebson Security (Oct. 3, 2016), https://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/10/who-makes-
the-iot-things-under-attack/.  But because Hikvision did not use default passwords in its 
devices, its devices were protected from this massive cyberattack.  See, e.g, Ethan Ace, IP 
Cameras Default Passwords Directory, IPVM (Feb. 9, 2018), https://ipvm.com/reports/ip-
cameras-default-passwords-directory. 
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defenses and the security of the end user’s network, but also the cybersecurity defenses of other 

manufacturers’ equipment.43  

With regard to unsubstantiated concerns about outbound transmissions of data, it is 

important to reemphasize that Hikvision does not sell directly to consumers in the United States 

and does not collect or maintain end-user data.44  Any theoretical threat of a targeted attack on 

Hikvision end users is therefore minimal.45  For the same reason, any concern about Hikvision 

providing end user data to the Chinese government is wholly unsubstantiated because Hikvision 

does not collect or maintain that data—and there is no evidence in the record suggesting 

otherwise.46  

The fact that Hikvision occasionally identifies vulnerabilities requiring a software patch 

is evidence of diligence, not danger.  Nor does that fact distinguish Hikvision from any other 

manufacturer of products using software.  Neither the Commission nor any commenters have 

pointed to any evidence that Hikvision equipment is more vulnerable than that of any other 

manufacturer, let alone uniquely vulnerable.  In fact, among other manufacturers of video 

surveillance equipment, Hikvision has demonstrated no more vulnerabilities, or significantly 

fewer vulnerabilities, than other leading manufacturers.47  

Hikvision has a demonstrated track record of promptly and transparently identifying and 

addressing any security vulnerabilities.48  Hikvision’s U.S. dealers state, for example: “We, nor 

 
43  Hikvision Comments at 2–4. 
44  Id. at 16. 
45  Id. 
46  Id.  
47  Id. at 53. 
48  Id. at 4.  
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any of our customers have ever felt a security threat with any of [Hikvision’s] products. . . . The 

constant firmware updates and support to their product line was like no other company we 

looked at”;49 that Hikvision’s “firmware is constantly changing to be more secure”;50 and that 

“[o]ver the years [Hikvision] ha[s] taken great lengths to increase security measures.”51  

Likewise, dealers note that Hikvision is “responsive in issuing firmware upgrade[s] to their 

products as needed not only to improve their products but to increase defense against 

cybersecurity threats”;52 and that “Hikvision has made firmware updates easier than ever to 

apply.”53  

Hikvision’s response to a recently-discovered vulnerability illustrates Hikvision’s 

transparent and responsible approach to addressing software vulnerabilities. In September 2021, 

Hikvision disclosed a “zero click remote code execution vulnerability,” and that same day, it 

released patches to correct the vulnerability.54  Many hardware and software companies face 

exposure to zero-click vulnerabilities—Hikvision is by no means unique in this regard, and the 

company responded quickly and transparently.55  In any event, this vulnerability could have 

 
49  Comments of Mark Crumbacher, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“Crumbacher 

Comments”). 
50  Comments of Scott Joyce, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“Joyce 

Comments”). 
51  Comments of Michael Pittman, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 24, 2021) (“Pittman 

Comments”). 
52  Comments of Don Richter, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 8, 2021) (“Richter 

Comments”). 
53  Comments of M&P Security Solutions LLC, ET Docket 21-232 (filed Sept. 1, 2021) (“M&P 

Security Solutions Comments”). 
54  Hikvision Comments at 20 n.20. 
55  Id. 
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affected only those devices that end users chose to connect to the Internet—which is not 

necessary for operation and not commonly done. 

Any concerns about “backdoors” into Hikvision’s products are also unfounded.   

Hikvision does not create such backdoors, and nothing in the record indicates otherwise.  Claims 

that the Chinese government has had access to Hikvision video surveillance equipment in the 

United States for months are fantasy—not a single piece of fact-based evidence has been 

provided to support such claims56 because there is no truth to them.   

When Hikvision does identify any potential vulnerability, it promptly releases a patch to 

correct the issue.  For example, in a January 2018 hearing of the House of Representatives’ 

Small Business Committee, Deputy Assistant Secretary for the Department of Homeland 

Security, Richard Driggers, testified with regard to an identified vulnerability: “we worked with 

[Hikvision]” and Hikvision “put out a software update that mitigated the impacts of this 

particular exploitation . . . [a] standard practice that we do at the Department of Homeland 

Security across many different companies’ devices and software.”57 

III. THE RECORD DEMONSTRATES THAT THE COMMISSION LACKS ANY 
EXPRESS OR ANCILLARY AUTHORITY TO ADOPT THE NPRM’s 
PROPOSED OUTRIGHT BAN OF HIKVISION PERIPHERALS.  

A. The Comments Repeatedly Emphasize that the Commission’s Authority 
Under Title III Is Limited to Managing the RF Spectrum and Potential 
Interference.   

 
The NPRM cites sections 302 and 303 as potentially allowing the Commission “to deny  

 
56  See generally Comments of IPVM, ET Docket 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“IPVM 

Comments”); Comments of China Tech Threat and BluePath Labs, ET Docket 21-232 (filed 
Sept. 20, 2021) (“China Tech Threat and BluePath Labs Comments”).  

57  Hikvision Comments at 20–21 (quoting House Small Business Committee, Small Business 
Information Sharing: Combating Foreign Cyber Threats, YOUTUBE (Jan. 30, 2018), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWiBWkpvIAA&t=1575s). 
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equipment authorization to equipment deemed to pose an unacceptable security risk.”58  

Hikvision’s opening comments showed, however, that while those provisions grant the 

Commission authority to regulate the RF spectrum and interference, they do not “confer an 

unlimited power” to regulate in the public interest.59  Other commenters overwhelmingly 

agree.60 

Eight leading national trade associations from across the communications and technology 

industry—The App Association, Consumer Technology Association, Council to Secure the 

Digital Economy, CTIA, Internet Association, Information Technology Industry Council, U.S. 

Chamber of Commerce, and USTelecom—recently emphasized that “the Commission’s 

equipment authorization regime has historically been confined to technical characteristics of 

devices and certain matters specifically enumerated by Congress,” and “Congress has not 

directed the FCC to take the steps set out in the NPRM.”61  A number of these organizations 

separately reiterated these points in comments on the NPRM.  USTelecom, for example, 

 
58  Protecting Against National Security Threats to the Communications Supply Chain through 

the Equipment Authorization Program, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Notice of 
Inquiry, FCC No. 21-73, ET Docket No. 21-232, ¶¶ 66–67 (June 17, 2021) (“NPRM”); 47 
U.S.C. §§ 302a, 303.   

59  Hikvision Comments at 28 (quoting Nat’l Broad. Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 216 
(1943)). 

60  See Comments of NTCA–The Rural Broadband Association at 2, ET Docket No. 21-232 
(filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“NTCA Comments”); Comments of Information Technology Industry 
Council at 6–7, 13, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“ITIC Comments”); 
Comments of Dahua Technology USA Inc. at 7–12, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 
2021) (“Dahua Comments”); Letter from ACT–The App Association, Consumer Technology 
Association, Council to Secure the Digital Economy, CTIA, Internet Association, 
Information Technology Industry Council, U.S. Chamber of Commerce, USTelecom, to 
Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, ET Docket No. 21-232, at 2 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) 
(“Trade Associations NPRM Letter”); Letter from Jennifer B. Tatel and Clete D. Johnson, 
Wilkinson Barker Knauer, LLP, to Jessica Rosenworcel, Acting Chairwoman, FCC, ET 
Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 14, 2021) (“Tatel/Johnson Letter”).    

61  Trade Associations NPRM Letter at 2 (emphasis added). 
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explained that the rules proposed by the NPRM “would fundamentally change the scope of the 

Commission’s interpretation of [s]ection 302,” and that “Congress has not provided direction to 

the Commission to adjust the equipment authorization processes to address IoT security.”62  The 

Information Technology Industry Council (“ITIC”) stated that the NPRM’s proposals would 

“unmoor” the equipment authorization process “from its firm reliance on technical data, 

objective performance characteristics, and the measurable harm that such products could 

create.”63  ITIC pointed out that the Commissions’ regulations under section 302 subject RF 

equipment to specific “technical standards,” and require “a series of measurements that must be 

made as part of [an] initial application.”64  In contrast, whether an applicant’s equipment is 

included on the Covered List “would clearly be a policy determination, and not a technical 

requirement,” risks rendering the notion of “technical” standards in the regulations “utterly 

meaningless.”65  The Consumer Technology Association (“CTA”) similarly noted that “[f]or 

more than 80 years, the FCC’s equipment authorization inquiry has primarily been on narrow 

 
62  USTelecom Comments at 10.  
63  ITIC Comments at 5.   
64  Id. at 7; see also Comments of Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., and Huawei Technologies 

USA, Inc. at 19, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“Huawei Comments”) (“[T]he 
Commission’s equipment authorization rules were adopted pursuant to express statutory 
provisions that deal with technical issues,” and do not permit regulation “without regard to 
the technical characteristics of a particular product.”). 

65  ITIC Comments at 7; see also Tatel/Johnson Letter at 5 (explaining that the “FCC has 
developed its equipment authorization regime to implement [s]ection 302’s authority to 
address harmful radio interference,” and “add[ing] new substantive requirements unrelated to 
preventing RF interference could be highly disruptive and damaging to the process” and “to 
U.S. market interests”). 
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technical matters, such as limiting RF interference between devices and ensuring network 

compatibility,” and “Congress has not empowered the FCC” to “revamp” that approach.66 

Dahua’s comments similarly point out that there “is no statute that explicitly gives the 

Commission any authority, responsibility, or direction to withhold (or revoke) equipment 

authorizations based on national security considerations.”67  Echoing Hikvision’s opening 

comments,68 Dahua explained that “the ‘public interest’ analysis under [section 302] must be 

focused specifically on the interference potential and susceptibility to interference of devices, 

neither of which has any connection to the identity of a manufacturer.”69  Other major 

telecommunications and internet associations also joined the chorus.  NTCA–The Rural 

Broadband Association (“NTCA”) wrote that while it “supports efforts to protect the nation’s 

telecommunications infrastructure from cyber threats, expanding the scope of the Commission’s 

equipment authorization rules as a means of carrying out this goal exceeds the scope of the 

Commission’s authority.”70  That authority, NTCA observed, is limited to “adopt[ing] 

 
66  Comments of the Consumer Technology Association at 37–38, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed 

Sept. 20, 2021) (“CTA Comments”).  Moreover, to the extent that the Commission’s existing 
equipment authorization rules address “other policy objectives,” NPRM ¶ 23, the authority to 
do so “is derived from explicit statutory authority that directed the Commission to adopt the 
additional requirements, not from Commission decisions to include extraneous provisions in 
the rules on vague policy grounds.”  Huawei Comments at 20. 

67  Dahua Comments at 8. 
68  See Hikvision Comments at 29–30. 
69  Dahua Comments at 8; see also Huawei Comments at 24 (“[T]he reference to the public 

interest in the context of [s]ection 302 clearly refers to the interference potential of devices, 
not the identity of a manufacturer,” because “[s]ection 302 applies only to ‘devices which 
interfere with radio reception.’” (quoting 47 U.S.C. § 302a)). 

70  NTCA Comments at 2.   
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regulations governing the interference potential of devices capable of emitting radio frequency 

. . . energy and that are capable of interfering with radio communications.”71   

Just one set of comments argues that Title III, including sections 302 and 303, does 

support the proposals—and it is internally inconsistent.  The comments of JVCKENWOOD—a 

competing manufacturer of video surveillance equipment with commercial interests directly 

adverse to those of Hikvision and other video surveillance manufacturers targeted by the 

NPRM—acknowledge that the Commission’s equipment authorization rules are intended to 

“ensure that RF devices in the United States comply with the Commission’s technical 

requirements.”72  At the same time, JVCKENWOOD also asserts that “it is incumbent on the 

Commission to take national security considerations and the integrity of telecommunications 

systems and networks into consideration in the equipment authorization process as well.”73  But 

JVCKENWOOD makes no effort to tie that purported “obligat[ion]” to the Commission’s 

responsibilities under section 302—and for good reason, since section 302 says nothing 

whatsoever about “national security considerations.”  While JVCKENWOOD attempts to link 

the Commission’s alleged authority over “the security and safety of the United States and its 

citizens” to section 303(e), that argument fails because it quotes only a portion of the statute, 

rather than its full text.74  As JVCKENWOOD indicates, section 303(e) allows the Commission 

to “[r]egulate the kind of apparatus to be used with respect to its external effects”—but the rest 

of that sentence, which JVCKENWOOD leaves out entirely, specifies that the relevant “effects” 

 
71  Id.  
72  Comments of JVCKENWOOD USA Corp. at 9, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 

2021) (“JVCKENWOOD Comments”). 
73  Id. 
74  Id. at 10. 
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involve RF matters such as “the purity and sharpness of the emissions from each station and 

from the apparatus therein.”75  Like 302(a), then, section 303(e) focuses on devices’ “effects” in 

the RF spectrum.76  Section 303(e) does not provide the Commission authority to prevent the 

marketing and sale of equipment unrelated to those effects.  

B. The Proposals of the NPRM Are Inconsistent with Section 889 of the NDAA 
and the Secure Networks Act. 

 
Hikvision’s opening comments also explained that the NPRM’s effort to bootstrap 

section 889, the SNA, and the resulting Covered List into authority for the proposed regulations 

is inconsistent with the text and purpose of those authorizing statutes.  Again, many commenters 

agree.77 

Like Hikvision,78 Dahua explained that section 889 includes video surveillance 

equipment only when “used ‘for the purpose of public safety, security of government facilities, 

physical security surveillance of critical infrastructure, and other national security purposes.’”79  

And “[i]t follows that any equipment produced or provided by Dahua may be eligible for 

authorization under the Commission’s procedures so long as the equipment is not used for one of 

 
75  47 U.S.C. § 303(e).   
76  See Huawei Comments at 25 (“In the context of the statute, the mention of the words 

‘external effects’ makes clear that [s]ection 303 only refers to equipment used by licensed 
operators of radio transmitters in radio stations and the external effects of their RF emissions, 
not some other unrelated types of effects.”). 

77  See, e.g., CTA Comments at 37; Comments of CTIA at 21–22, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed 
Sept. 20, 2021) (“CTIA Comments”); Trade Associations NPRM Letter at 2; Letter from 
ACT–The App Association, Consumer Technology Association, Council to Secure the 
Digital Economy, CTIA, Internet Association, Information Technology Industry Council, 
Telecommunications Industry Association, USTelecom, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, 
FCC, ET Docket No. 21-232, at 2 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“Trade Associations NOI Letter”); 
Huawei Comments at 31. 

78  See Hikvision Comments at 34–35. 
79  Dahua Comments at 16 (quoting Pub. L. No. 115-232, § 889(f)(3)(B), 132 Stat. 1636, 1918). 
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the purposes delineated . . . on the Covered List. . . . Any restriction on . . . the equipment 

authorization process . . . must be tethered to the confines of [s]ection 889 . . . .” 80 

The NPRM’s proposed ban is also inconsistent with the SNA: “[T]he Secure Networks 

Act reflects a specific and narrow Congressional intent to prohibit the direct or indirect use of 

specific Federal subsidies through a program administered by the Commission to purchase 

covered equipment or services used by providers of advanced communications services.”81  And 

the Commission has “interpreted the term ‘advanced communications service’ to include ‘all 

equipment or services used in fixed and mobile broadband networks, provided they include or 

use electronic components,’”82 including devices such as “optical switching equipment” or 

“software and firmware used in broadband networks.”83  Because the Commission’s proposed 

rules are not limited to the types of equipment that the Commission has interpreted as “advanced 

communications service”,84 they are not only unauthorized by the SNA, but inconsistent with 

it.85 

CTIA similarly argued that “[t]he Secure Networks Act was a directive law addressing 

the use of equipment in a specific context: the use of federal funding provided through the 

Commission’s universal service programs.”86  The SNA therefore does not provide the 

 
80  Id. at 16. 
81  Huawei Comments at 31; see also CTIA Comments at 21–22. 
82  Huawei Comments at 32 (quoting Protecting Against National Security Threats to the 

Communications Supply Chain Through FCC Programs, Second Report and Order, 35 FCC 
Rcd. 14284, ¶ 53 (2020) (“Supply Chain Second Report and Order”)). 

83  Supply Chain Second Report and Order ¶ 52 n.161. 
84  See Huawei Comments at 32.  
85  Hikvision Comments at 39. 
86  CTIA Comments at 21. 
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Commission “legal authority for its proposal to expand the equipment authorization regime to 

encompass national security”—simply put, “Congress, well aware of the FCC’s targeted role in 

equipment regulation, did not specifically direct the FCC to address policy objectives implicated 

by the [SNA] through other means.”87 

JVCKENWOOD and China Tech Threat/BluePath Labs argue that the Secure Networks 

Act does authorize the prohibitions of the NPRM,88 but their claims make little sense.  China 

Tech Threat/BluePath Labs argue that the Commission “[m]ust [p]erform [i]ts [d]uties” under 

the SNA—but instead of explaining how the specific proposals of the NPRM relate to any 

statutory “duties,” they merely restate Act’s more limited requirements, while also 

acknowledging that neither the Act nor the NDAA provide the Commission with the broad 

authority to prohibit non-governmental, non-subsidized use of video surveillance cameras.89  

JVCKENWOOD notes that while the Act “preclude[s] the use of Federal funds for the 

acquisition of equipment on the Covered List,” it “does not specifically obligate” the 

Commission to preclude additional equipment authorization grants or revoke such grants for 

entities with equipment on the Covered List.90  In other words, JVCKENWOOD concedes that 

the Secure Networks Act does not grant the Commission authority to preclude the authorization, 

 
87  Id.; see also Trade Associations NOI Letter at 2 (“[T]here is no realistic argument that the 

Secure Networks Act enables the agency to engage in a wide-ranging inquiry into 
cybersecurity writ large.”); ITIC Comments at 14 (“[T]he Secure and Trusted Networks Act 
provides the Commission with specific, limited authority to address potential national 
security risks facing U.S. communications networks posed by certain equipment . . . .” 
(footnote omitted)). 

88  JVCKENWOOD Comments at 5; China Tech Threat and BluePath Labs Comments at 6; see 
also Comments of Jordan A. Brunner at 2, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) 
(stating that “the legal authority cited is sufficient,” and thus, declining to “provide detailed 
feedback in that area”).  

89  China Tech Threat and BluePath Labs Comments at 6–9. 
90  JVCKENWOOD Comments at 5. 
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importation, sale, or use of equipment when not procured with federal funds.  At the same time, 

however, JVCKENWOOD also claims that the “inference” from the Secure Networks Act is that 

“any ability to deploy Covered List equipment is contrary to established Federal policy and 

contrary to national security interests,” and permitting any importation or sale of such equipment 

“would be . . . inconsistent with a series of prior Commission actions.”91  But JVCKENWOOD 

does not explain why—if that were the case—Congress did not then simply ban all equipment on 

the Covered List, irrespective of its use or funding.  The Commission cannot manufacture its 

own authorization, as JVCKENWOOD would do, from lists of past Commission statements or 

actions implementing the Secure Networks Act, but entirely unrelated to the far broader ban of 

the NPRM.92   

JVCKENWOOD’s arguments ignore important distinctions drawn by both Congress and 

the Commission.  First, as noted above, the SNA does not impose a blanket ban—it is targeted to 

equipment that is capable of specific functions and uses, and “essential to the provision of 

advanced communications service.”93  As the Commission itself explained in the Supply Chain 

Second Report and Order, “the Covered List is [thus] limited” to equipment and services “that 

are placed at the most vulnerable spots in our communications infrastructure.”94  With respect to 

Hikvision, the Commission accordingly found that Congress intended that equipment should be 

placed on the Covered List only “to the extent it is used for public safety or security” and 

“capable of the functions outlined in sections 2(b)(2)(A), (B), or (C) of the Secure Networks 

 
91  Id. at 5–6 (emphasis added). 
92  See id. at 6 n.9. 
93  47 U.S.C. § 1608(4); see Hikvision Comments at 38. 
94  Supply Chain Second Report and Order ¶ 33. 
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Act.”95  Hikvision equipment used by private companies to ensure the security of their physical 

premises is not equipment within the proscribed uses on the Covered List.96  Moreover, contrary 

to JVCKENWOOD’s arguments, the Commission has also found that its remove-and-replace 

requirement for USF recipients should be “narrowly tailored” to a “risk-based assessment of 

problematic equipment and services . . . consistent with the approach taken in section 889.”97  It 

is thus the broad ban of the NPRM that is “inconsistent” with “prior Commission actions”98 

because it would, in effect, include equipment not technically covered by the Secure Networks 

Act. 

In addition to JVCKENWOOD, two other commenters provide tepid support for 

regulating equipment authorizations under the Secure Networks Act.  As noted above, two 

former FCC officials argue that the Commission lacks authority to do so under Title III, but 

suggest that the it could “establish a new administrative gating function that would deem covered 

equipment ineligible for the FCC’s equipment authorization program” under the Secure 

Networks Act.99  Clearly, however, that suggestion does not address the core issue presented by 

the NPRM—as Hikvision and others have noted, the proposals of the NPRM do not “deem 

covered equipment ineligible for the FCC’s equipment authorization program,” but rather would 

effectively ban all equipment from certain manufacturers, including Hikvision—even when used 

 
95  Id. ¶ 67–68 (quoting Protecting Against National Security Threats to the Communications 

Supply Chain Through FCC Programs, Declaratory Ruling and Second Further Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking, 35 FCC Rcd. 7821, ¶ 35 (2020)). 

96  As Hikvision explained, its equipment is generally not supported by federal universal service 
programs, and thus, as a practical matter, is outside the SNA’s provisions with respect to 
subsidized equipment.  Hikvision Comments at 46–47.   

97  Supply Chain Second Report and Order ¶ 33. 
98  JVCKENWOOD Comments at 6. 
99  See Tatel/Johnson Letter at 3. 
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for purposes beyond section 889 and the Covered List.  As discussed above, the SNA provides 

no authority for such a broad ban.  The Telecommunications Industry Association (“TIA”) 

agrees that the Commission lacks authority to address security matters under its equipment 

authorization processes,100 but claims that banning “all equipment from Covered Entities from 

U.S. networks” is “a ‘logical outgrowth’ of all the work the FCC has been doing the past four 

years in the USF/Rip and Replace docket.”101  This claim, however, suffers multiple flaws, 

particularly with respect to peripheral devices.  First, the NPRM does not merely propose to ban 

certain equipment from “U.S. networks”—as Hikvision explained in detail in its opening 

comments,102 the cameras and recorders that represent the overwhelming majority of its sales in 

the United States are not used in telecommunications networks.  Second, as set forth above, the 

Commission itself has recognized—in what TIA calls its “Rip and Replace docket”—that, on a 

“risk-based assessment of problematic equipment and services,” it would be “excessively 

burdensome” to require removal of “all equipment and services from covered companies.”103  A 

categorical ban plainly cannot be a “logical outgrowth” of the Commission’s own decision to 

target for “rip and replace” only equipment and services “that are placed at the most vulnerable 

spots in our communications infrastructure”—and which specifically did not include Hikvision 

peripheral devices.104 

 
100  See Comments of the Telecommunications Industry Association at 13, ET Docket No. 21-

232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“TIA Comments”) (“Any expansion of the equipment 
authorization process to cover cyber and security thresholds would go beyond the scope and 
authority of the FCC’s powers” under Title III). 

101  Id. at 5. 
102  See Hikvision Comments at 7–15. 
103  Supply Chain Second Report and Order ¶ 33. 
104  Id.   
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In short, under both the SNA and the NDAA, Congress and the Commission have 

previously made determinations that there should not be a blanket ban like that proposed by the 

NPRM.  These statutes accordingly provide no authority for such a ban—and, in fact, the 

NPRM’s proposals are inconsistent with the statutes because they eliminate distinctions drawn 

by Congress and unreasonably depart from the Commission’s own previous recognition of those 

congressional boundaries. 

C. The Commission Has No Ancillary Authority to Adopt the Proposals of the 
NPRM. 

 
Hikvision’s opening comments explained why the proposals of the NPRM cannot meet 

the court of appeals’ well-established test for ancillary jurisdiction:  Those proposals neither fall 

within the Commission’s general jurisdictional grant in Title I, nor are reasonably ancillary to the 

Commission’s performance of any statutorily mandated responsibility.105  Notably, none of the 

handful of comments (wrongly) suggesting that the Commission may have authority to adopt 

those proposals contains any serious discussion of the established test for ancillary 

jurisdiction.106  But a number of commenters agreed with Hikvision’s analysis that the 

Commission lacks ancillary authority for the NPRM’s proposals.107   

The observations by the various trade associations that the Commission lacks 

congressional authorization to regulate cybersecurity necessarily include ancillary jurisdiction. 

As ITIC cautions, “[s]ection 302—the basis of the Commission’s authority over electronic 

devices and equipment—makes no mention of cybersecurity, focusing exclusively on RF 

 
105  Hikvision Comments at 39–51. 
106  See Hikvision Comments at 40. 
107  See, e.g., USTelecom Comments at 8; ITIC Comments at 13–14; Trade Associations NPRM 

Letter at 2; Dahua Comments at 7–8, 11–14; Huawei Comments at 27–30, 33–34. 
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interference and related minimum performance standards.”108  Dahua similarly argued that 

sections 303(b), (e), and (g) all provide no ancillary “authority for the Commission to ban 

equipment produced or provided by named manufacturers” because these provisions “ha[ve] 

nothing to do with the identity of the manufacturer of RF-emitting equipment or national security 

risks that such equipment may or may not pose.”109 

Dahua’s comments go to the heart of the problem with attempting to justify the NPRM’s 

proposals based on ancillary jurisdiction: “The Commission cannot use ancillary jurisdiction to 

act beyond the specific intent of Congress.”110  With respect to the Secure Networks Act, for 

example, this basic principle means that “a law restricting use of Federal funds to purchase 

certain equipment cannot empower the Commission to prohibit import, marketing and use of that 

equipment entirely.”111  For the same reasons as discussed in Section III.B., above, arguments 

that the Commission has ancillary jurisdiction under the Secure Networks Act or section 889 run 

headlong into the express limitations Congress wrote into each law.  When Congress expressly 

limited the customers and uses that were subject to the Secure Networks Act and section 889 

proscriptions, it did not authorize the FCC to promulgate rules beyond those boundaries. 

 
108  ITIC Comments at 14. 
109  Dahua Comments at 11–12; CTIA Comments at 35 (Because the Secure Networks Act “does 

not authorize the proposed cybersecurity requirements” of the NPRM, the “regulations would 
be, impermissibly, ‘ancillary to nothing.’”) (quoting Am. Libr. Ass’n v. FCC, 406 F.3d 689, 
700 (D.C. Cir. 2005)). 

110  Dahua Comments at 10. 
111  Id.; see also Huawei Comments at 33–34 (“[T]he proposed rules do not concern any Federal 

subsidy or funding,” and it would be “unnecessary and duplicative for the Commission to 
take additional action that would not accomplish the Secure Network Act’s goals of 
restricting the use of Federal subsidies and Reimbursement Program Funding,” so the 
Commission’s proposed rules “are not reasonably ancillary” to the FCC’s responsibilities 
under the SNA). 
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A number of commenters also specifically rebutted the Commission’s suggestion that the 

Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (“CALEA”) could provide ancillary 

authority for the NPRM’s proposals, particularly with respect to peripheral devices.  For 

example, Dahua wrote that “CALEA has a specific purpose,” regulating “certain capabilities of 

equipment used by telecommunications carriers relating to surveillance and interception of 

communications.”112  It cannot “support prohibiting authorization of video security equipment 

that is not used by telecommunications carriers; is not located within a carrier’s switching 

premises; does not have the ability to originate, terminate or direct communications; and lacks 

any ‘switching’ functionalities whatsoever.”113  Hikvision’s equipment, like Dahua’s, thus falls 

nowhere near the ambit of CALEA. 

Indeed, the NPRM itself “acknowledged that the security requirements of CALEA ‘apply 

directly to equipment intended for use by providers of telecommunications services.’”114  Any 

authority under CALEA would thus need to be ancillary rather than express.  But CALEA 

simply does not confer any authority on the Commission relating to equipment “without regard 

to whether it is used by a carrier,”115 and the proposals of the NPRM are therefore not “ancillary” 

to any statutory responsibility.   

D. Title I Provides the Commission Neither Direct nor Ancillary Authority to 
Regulate CPE Devices that Are Peripheral to the Communications 
Infrastructure. 
 

The Commission invokes provisions of Title I as possible sources of authority for the 

NPRM’s proposed broad ban.  Hikvision’s opening comments pointed out, however, that while 

 
112  Dahua Comments at 13. 
113  Id. 
114  Huawei Comments at 27 (quoting NPRM ¶ 68). 
115  Huawei Comments at 28.  
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Title I grants the FCC authority to “regulat[e] interstate and foreign commerce in 

communications by wire and radio”116 it provides no authority to regulate customer premises 

equipment that is peripheral to communications networks.  Again, the primary categories of 

Hikvision equipment at issue here—cameras and video recording devices—are not equipment 

used by carriers to provide communications services, but rather are used by private companies to 

ensure the security of their premises.  They are thus paradigmatic CPE, as defined in the 

Communications Act,117 and the courts and the Commission itself have long agreed that the 

Commission lacks general authority to regulate such equipment.118 

The comments provide virtually no support for the Commission’s suggestion that the 

broad jurisdictional grant of Title I might support the NPRM’s proposals.  JVCKENWOOD once 

again takes statutory language out of context, claiming that section 1 of the Communications Act 

allows the Commission to “regulat[e] interstate and foreign commerce in communication by wire 

and radio . . . for the purpose of national defense [and] for the purpose of promoting life and 

property through the use of wire and radio communications.”119  But that is not what the statute 

says.  Section 1 does not give the Commission authority to regulate “for the purpose of national 

defense”—it gives the Commission authority to “regulat[e] interstate and foreign commerce in 

communication by wire and radio so as to make available, so far as possible . . . a rapid, efficient, 

Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service.”120   That service certainly 

 
116  47 U.S.C. § 151. 
117  47 U.S.C. § 153(16). 
118  See Hikvision Comments at 39–44. 
119  JVCKENWOOD Comments at 9 (quoting 47 U.S.C. § 151). 
120  47 U.S.C. § 151. 
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may be used “for the purpose of the national defense.”121  More fundamentally, JVCKENWOOD 

does not even address the fact that the courts have plainly held that “Title I is not an independent 

source of regulatory authority,” but rather may only be invoked in connection with another 

specific statutory responsibility to which the Commission’s proposed regulations are 

“ancillary.”122  As set forth in Hikvision’s opening comments and above, there is no such 

specific statutory responsibility here. 

Aside from explaining that the Commission lacks legal authority for the proposals, the 

comments on potential Commission regulation of devices—like those targeted by the NPRM, but 

also IoT devices more generally—offer many practical reasons why the Commission should not 

attempt to regulate device security through the equipment authorization process.  We discuss 

those comments in Part IV, directly below. 

IV. COMMENTERS OVERWHELMINGLY AGREE THAT THE COMMISSION 
SHOULD NOT REGULATE IoT DEVICE SECURITY THROUGH THE 
EQUIPMENT AUTHORIZATION PROCESS BUT SHOULD INSTEAD WORK 
WITH OTHER AGENCIES TO ACHIEVE CYBERSECURITY GOALS. 

In addition to pointing out the Commission’s lack of jurisdiction to address cybersecurity 

through the equipment authorization process,123  ITIC observed that the Commission “does not 

make a compelling case for possessing the requisite authority but suggests, instead, that due to 

the ongoing [government] efforts to address cybersecurity that the FCC should consider 

becoming involved as well.”124  In that regard, however, commenters overwhelmingly 

 
121  Id. 
122  See, e.g., Hikvision Comments at 40 (emphasis added) (quoting People of the State of Cal. v. 

FCC, 905 F.2d 1217, 1240 n.35 (9th Cir. 1990)). 
123  ITIC Comments at 14 (“[T]he Commission lacks statutory authority to regulate IoT 

security”—it has no “authority to establish cybersecurity standards for IoT devices or require 
applicants seeking equipment authorizations to certify the security of their devices.”). 

124  Id. 
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suggested—in response to both the NPRM and NOI—that rather than, inter alia, impose blanket 

authorization bans on equipment of the Covered List, the Commission should collaborate with 

ongoing industry and federal agency efforts to ensure that equipment manufacturers incorporate 

cybersecurity protections into their equipment, and encourage cybersecurity best practices.125   

For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (“NIST”) has been 

collaborating with industry to develop standards to improve the technical supply chain security 

of Internet of Things (“IoT”) devices,126 and promoting coordinated industry voluntary 

cybersecurity measures tailored to each entity’s unique circumstances and risk environments.127  

NIST has also traditionally coordinated voluntary cybersecurity testing within the federal 

government.128  Further, President Biden’s Executive Order on “Improving the Nation’s 

Cybersecurity” directs multiple federal agencies to enhance the security of the software supply 

chain through various initiatives and to partner with the private sector.129  It also directs NIST to 

“initiate pilot programs informed by existing consumer product labeling programs to educate the 

 
125  See NTCA Comments at 3; CTA Comments at 13; CTIA Comments at 5, 7; ITIC Comments 

at 3, 15; Comments of 5G Americas at 4, 6, 10–12, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 
2021) (“5G Americas Comments”); TIA Comments at 7–10; Huawei Comments at 38−39; 
Tatel/Johnson Letter at 5–6; Comments of Intertek at 1, 3, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 
20, 2021). 

126  CTIA Comments at 7; ITIC Comments at 15–16; 5G Americas Comments at 4, 6; Comments 
of Rear Adm. David G. Simpson at 6, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021).  

127  See generally Michael Fagan et al., Nat’l Inst. For Standards and Tech., NISTIR 8259A: IoT 
Device Cybersecurity Capability Core Baseline (May 2020), 
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2020/NIST.IR.8259A.pdf.  

128   See CTIA Comments at 5 n.8, 7. 
129  See Exec. Order No. 14,028, 86 Fed. Reg. 26,633 (May 12, 2021), 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/05/17/2021-10460/improving-the-nations-
cybersecurity https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/05/17/2021-
10460/improving-the-nationscybersecurity (“EO 14,028”); see also CTIA Comments at 7–8; 
5G Americas Comments at 4–5; CTA Comments at 6, 33–34; Huawei Comments at 41–42. 
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public on the security capabilities of [IoT] devices” and to work with the Federal Trade 

Commission to “identify IoT cybersecurity criteria for a consumer labeling program.”130  The 

Commission’s federal advisory committee, the Communications Security, Reliability and 

Interoperability Council (“CSRIC”), has recommended that the best course of action is to 

“encourage industry to promote a voluntary, risk-based approach to address supply chain 

cybersecurity risk, including security-by-design principles and processes, not blacklisting 

particular companies.”131  Similarly, retired Rear Admiral David Simpson, former Chief of the 

Commission’s Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau, who has previously stated “banning 

one company’s gear won’t keep our data safe,”132 also concentrates on a cybersecurity approach 

where manufacturers and companies must assume a role in implementing cybersecurity measures 

starting at the design stage.  Other commenters support an approach that focuses on reliance on 

cybersecurity prevention techniques, globally accepted supply chain risk management ISO 

standards and voluntary standards and specifications in development,133 and the Zero Trust 

concept of addressing cybersecurity concerns.134 

The NPRM is inconsistent with the kind of collaborative and deliberative approach 

overwhelmingly recommended by commenters.  Rather than soliciting questions to encourage 

 
130  EO 14,028 at 26640.  
131  Huawei Comments at 44; see also the multiple CSRIC Working Group Reports, including the 

most recent 2020 report: CSRIC, The CSRIC VII Working Group 2 Report on Risks to 5G 
from Legacy Vulnerabilities and Best Practices for Mitigation 57–58 (June 10, 2020), 
https://www.fcc.gov/file/18918/download.   

132  Tom Wheeler and David Simpson, We Can’t Secure 5G Networks by Banning Huawei Gear, 
DEFENSEONE (Sept. 11, 2019), https://www.defenseone.com/ideas/2019/09/we-cant-
secure-5g-networksbanning-huawei-gear/159795/.  

133  ITIC Comments at 15–16; 5G Americas Comments at 4–6. 
134  5G Americas Comments at 6; see also FTI Report at 3–4 (recommending security 

protections). 
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stakeholders in the video surveillance industry to provide cybersecurity best practices and 

guidelines to secure communications networks, the NPRM proposes to regulate in the absence of 

any significant inquiry into the best ways to ensure the cybersecurity of the products at issue.  

TIA makes the strange claim that “with an administrative record as extensive as that facing some 

of the Covered Entities,” such fact-gathering is unnecessary, and the Commission may 

immediately “block[] the sale of their equipment in U.S. markets.”135  This claim makes no sense 

because there is, as Hikvision and others have explained, literally no administrative record 

suggesting any threat from Hikvision cameras and recorders that is in any way distinct from that 

posed by similar equipment from other manufacturers, and far less of a threat than that posed by 

other devices employed in U.S. telecommunications infrastructure that the Commission does not 

propose to regulate.  Again, Hikvision’s opening comments set forth some of the ways in which 

the company works, both in its manufacturing process and with its partners, to incorporate 

cybersecurity best practices,136 but Hikvision also recognizes the need for broader collaboration 

on IoT device security.  As CTIA argued, however, there is no “[o]ne-[s]ize-[f]its-[a]ll [s]olution 

to [d]evice [s]ecurity . . . . [S]ecurity approaches should be tailored to different devices, use 

cases, means of connectivity, and environments.”137  Moreover, as CTIA also pointed out, a 

“static” regulatory model “with prescriptive rules requiring specific technologies or controls, is 

the wrong approach to cybersecurity in general, including IoT device security” because “static 

requirements are incompatible with the complex, dynamic, and rapidly evolving nature of 

cybersecurity threats.”138  Again, however, the first step in arriving at the right approach is the 

 
135  TIA Comments at 2.   
136  See Hikvision Comments 7–15, 19–20; see also FTI Report. 
137  CTIA Comments at 28. 
138  Id. at 30. 
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kind of information-gathering envisioned by the NOI, but that the NPRM entirely elides.  

V. THE RECORD REFLECTS WIDESPREAD CONSENSUS THAT THE 
PROPOSED REGULATIONS WOULD BE ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS.  

The record is clear—there is no “satisfactory explanation”139 for the Commission to 

reverse its longstanding deregulatory policy with respect to end user devices.140  The proposed 

changes to the Commission’s equipment authorization process are arbitrary and capricious 

because they single out specific manufacturers on grounds that are inconsistent with reasoned 

decision making.   

As set forth in Hikvision’s opening comments and above, the company does not provide 

network equipment.  Hikvision’s cameras and recorders are peripheral devices, not 

telecommunications equipment used by carriers in network infrastructure.  Singling out this 

equipment from certain manufacturers while ignoring similar or greater risks from other 

equipment makes no sense; it will harm American businesses and consumers who have selected 

these devices as the most efficient and cost-effective for their security systems without 

enhancing the security of the nation’s telecommunications networks.  

A. Commenters Agree that the Proposed Regulations Are Arbitrary and 
Capricious Because They Would Target Individual Companies and Treat 
Similar Companies and Products Differently.   
 

The record demonstrates consensus that the proposed equipment authorization rules 

unreasonably target Hikvision and other individual companies rather than adopting generally 

 
139  Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 

(1983).  
140  See, e.g., Dahua Comments at 14–15; ITIC Comments at 11; Huawei Comments at 4. 
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applicable criteria141 for all similarly situated companies.142  Commenters agree that the NPRM 

represents an “individual action” that is, at best, barely “masquerading as a general rule”143—the 

proposals of the NPRM prohibit equipment based exclusively on the identity of the manufacturer 

rather than technical considerations under the existing equipment authorization rules, any 

technical standards for identifying security threats, or a specific factual basis.144  As ITIC 

explained, the Commission’s approach would unreasonably “prohibit the use of SDoC process 

based exclusively on the identity of the entity, rather than relying on the full potential threat 

analysis to be carried out as Congress intended.”145   

The Commission has not identified any particularized finding, or anything beyond mere 

speculation, that the peripheral equipment that Hikvision sells in the United States poses a threat 

to national security, nor has it advanced any technical explanation for its differential treatment of 

Hikvision and other manufacturers targeted by the NPRM.146  As set forth in Hikvision’s 

opening comments, the company has consistently demonstrated either fewer or certainly no more 

 
141  Compare Comm. for Effective Cellular Rules v. FCC, 53 F.3d 1309, 1319 (D.C. Cir. 1995) 

(“[T]he Commission did not choose among contenders for a particular license . . . but rather 
revised the technical specifications for all cellular licenses.”) with NPRM. 

142  ITIC Comments at 11; Huawei Comments at 4. 
143  Am. Airlines, Inc. v. Civil Aeronautics Bd., 359 F.2d 624, 631 (D.C. Cir. 1966). 
144  ITIC Comments at 11; Dahua Comments at 14–15; Comments of Hytera Communications 

Corp. Ltd. at 8, 11, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“Hytera Comments”); 
Huawei Comments at 4. 

145  ITIC Comments at 11. 
146  See Melody Music, Inc. v. FCC, 345 F.2d 730, 732–33 (D.C. Cir. 1965) (stating that “the 

Commission’s refusal to explain its different treatment of appellant and NBC was error” and 
“the differences are not so ‘obvious’ as to remove the need for explanation”); see also M&P 
Security Solutions Comments (“As a Veteran Owned company, we fully agree with putting 
pressure on certain foreign countr[ies] when it is warranted, including China. However, this 
specific FCC proposal seems more directly targeted at certain companies (including 
Hikvision) without a justifiable cause.”).  
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vulnerabilities compared to other leading video surveillance manufacturers.  Hikvision also relies 

on the same cybersecurity practices as similarly situated manufacturers in the United States.  The 

Common Vulnerabilities List, a library that tracks cybersecurity vulnerabilities and exposures 

launched by the MITRE Corporation and sponsored by the DHS Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 

Security Agency (“CISA”), reports only one vulnerability in Hikvision video surveillance 

equipment to date in 2021, and only fifteen total vulnerabilities in its video surveillance 

equipment since 2015.147  Further, in response to the vulnerability this year, Hikvision disclosed 

a “zero click remote code execution” vulnerability and released patches to fix the vulnerability 

on the same day.148  As noted in the record and confirmed by the NIST, the global supply chain 

is interdependent and, thus, “products . . . or services originating anywhere (domestically or 

abroad) might contain vulnerabilities that can present opportunities for . . . supply chain 

compromises.”149  According to one security firm, the exclusion of any single equipment 

manufacturer from the United States market “does little to address the actual [global supply 

 
147  See Hikvision Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures, CVE, https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-

bin/cvekey.cgi?keyword=Hikvision (last visited Oct. 18, 2021).  
148  Hikvision Comments at 20 n.20; see also Hikvision, Security Notification- Command 

Injection Vulnerability in Some Hikvision products (last updated Sept. 24, 2021), 
https://www.hikvision.com/hk/support/cybersecurity/security-advisory/security-notification--
-command-injection-vulnerability-in-some-/security-notification-command-injection-
vulnerability-in-some-hikvision-products/; Hikvision, Important Firmware Update (Sept. 26, 
2021), https://www.hikvision.com/hk/support/cybersecurity/security-advisory/security-
notification---command-injection-vulnerability-in-some-/important-product-firmware-
update/.     

149  Huawei Comments at 39–40 (quoting NIST, Special Publication 800-161, Supply Chain Risk 
Management Practices for Federal Information Systems and Organizations 1–2 (Apr. 2015), 
https://nvl-pubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/specialpublications/nist.sp.800-161.pdf); NIST, 
Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity 15–17 (Apr. 16, 2018), 
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/CSWP/NIST.CSWP.04162018.pdf; see also NIST, Special 
Publication 800-161, Supply Chain Risk Management Practices for Federal Information 
Systems and Organizations 1–2 (Apr. 2015), https://nvl-
pubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/specialpublications/nist.sp.800-161.pdf.  
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chain] risks.”150  Accordingly, while Hikvision’s critics fixate over its relatively few 

vulnerabilities151—which, again, are comparable to or fewer than competitors’—the fact is that if 

the Commission were to ban a manufacturer from the United States market each time a 

vulnerability is detected in that manufacturer’s software, American businesses and consumers 

would eventually be left with no software.152  As a security professional stated in this docket, 

“Most surveillance systems are subject to a data breach no matter what you could do to prevent 

access to the video data, but the robust security structure in the Hikvision products limits the 

chance of any data breach.”153  Echoing this sentiment, another security professional emphasizes 

that “[I]nternet connected devices get hack[ed]” and “all [I]nternet connected devices can be a 

security issue if not used and setup properly.”154 

B. The Record Is Clear that the Proposed Regulations Are Arbitrary and 
Capricious Because They Address Highly Speculative, Unsubstantiated 
Security Risks, Not Demonstrated Problems. 

 
The record reflects agreement that the Commission’s targeting of individual companies is 

based on speculative, unsubstantiated security fears155—but agencies are required to regulate on 

 
150  Comments of RBA, Ex. 1 at 1, WC Docket No. 18-89 (filed June 1, 2018).  
151  See IPVM Comments at 1–2. 
152  See, e.g., Comments of Brent, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 21, 2021) (“Brent 

Comments”) (“If we haven’t learned already that [I]nternet connected devices get hack[ed], 
then there’s no hope, all network IoT devices etc need to be banned and should not be used if 
this is a security issue, all internet connected devices can be a security issue if not used and 
setup properly.”). 

153  Comments of William Bew, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 30, 2021); see also 
Comments of Joe Polizzi, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 30, 2021) (“Polizzi 
Comments”) (“Over the years we have provided service on Hikvision camera systems and 
have found the product to be on the leading edge of camera technology.”).  

154  See, e.g., Brent Comments. 
155  Dahua Comments at 14–15; Huawei Comments at 4. 
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the basis of demonstrated, not hypothetical or speculative, problems.156  As multiple comments 

point out, the Commission proposes banning authorization of equipment from manufacturers on 

the Covered List without presenting any factual bases to demonstrate that devices affected 

currently pose or could pose in the future a risk to national security.157  This approach directly 

contradicts that of President Biden who recently revoked the previous administration’s executive 

order that sought to ban the popular apps TikTok and WeChat based on speculative threats, and 

replaced it with a measured one that calls for the federal government to “evaluate” such apps and 

perceived national security threats from foreign-controlled apps “though rigorous, evidence-

based analysis.”158       

Moreover, as set forth in Hikvision’s opening comments and the expert report 

accompanying this reply, fears of Chinese espionage or third-party access to Hikvision 

equipment are not only unfounded but implausible given that Hikvision video surveillance 

equipment can be deployed so as to be either physically or logically isolated from 

Internet-connected devices.159  In such deployments, equipment either has no interface with 

outside networks, or enterprise-level security measures, such as firewalls, govern the extent to 

 
156  See Sorenson Commc’ns. Inc. v. FCC, 755 F.3d 702, 708 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“[A]n agency’s 

predictive judgments” are only entitled to deference “based on some logic and evidence, not 
sheer speculation.” (quoting Nat’l Tel. Coop. Ass’n v. FCC, 563 F.3d 536, 541 (D.C. Cir. 
2009))); In re Permian Basin Area Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747, 792 (1968) (“[E]ach of the 
order’s essential elements [must be] supported by substantial evidence.”).   

157  Dahua Comments at 14–15; ITIC Comments at 11; Hytera Comments at 8; Huawei 
Comments at 5–7.  

158  Exec. Order No. 14,034, 86 Fed. Reg. 31,423, 31,423 (June 9, 2021), 
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/06/11/2021-12506/protecting-americans-
sensitive-data-from-foreign-adversaries (“EO 14,034”).   

159  FTI Report at 1–2.  
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which the camera’s network can communicate with outside networks.160  Such physically or 

logically isolated deployments prevent inbound cybersecurity attacks because there is no point of 

entry from which a third party could attempt to connect to the system, and also guard against 

outbound transmission because the system is not connected to any outside network to which data 

could be exported.161  Nothing in the record even suggests that these measures would not be 

adequate to prevent the hypothesized harms.  Further, even when an end user chooses an 

Internet-connected deployment, Hikvision encourages installers to set up a firewall between its 

network and the Internet, which can also be set up with a “conditional configuration . . . to only 

allow pre-designated IP addresses to communicate with the devices on the network via the 

Internet.”162  End users can also use a VPN to provide encrypted access to the video surveillance 

network, which encrypts data stream and authentication systems and keeps them within the 

selected network environment.163    

As Hikvision also explained in its opening comments, the company sells its equipment 

through a network of distributors and dealers, and therefore does not typically know who its end 

users are or where they have located Hikvision equipment.  Hikvision also does not have a 

general warranty registration program or other program to collect information on specific end 

users, and its warranties all run through its dealers.   

Security professionals in this docket also confirm that Hikvision security cameras are 

 
160  See id. 
161  See id. 
162  See id. at 3. 
163  See id at 2–3. 
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often secured by a closed network, so that they never have direct access to the Internet.164  They 

also recognize that Hikvision has achieved numerous cybersecurity commendations165 and takes 

its responsibility seriously to serve as a cybersecurity resource for its partners and end users, 

constantly updating its firmware and investing extensively in developing an array of scanning 

tools, unknown-vulnerability discovery tools, and network security hardening resources and best 

practices to help safeguard end users’ systems:  

• A veteran owner and chief executive officer of a small business for commercial and 
residential security systems states that “[t]hrough the years, Hikvision has made 
firmware updates easier than ever to apply and has won many cybersecurity-related 
accolades and awards for their levels of encryption.”166 

• A security products distributor with over thirty years of experience in the industry 
explains, “I am not aware of a single cyber threat created by [Hikvision] in their 
hardware or software. In fact, several years ago when there was an issue due to 
default [usernames] and passwords continuing to be used by integrators and end 
users, [Hikvision] took steps to require installers to create a unique password to 

 
164  See, e.g., Comments of Ben Brooks, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 27, 2021) (“Brooks 

Comments”) (stating that an installer would “never have a CCTV system directly connected 
to the [I]nternet” because “that would be stupid”); Comments of Shane Nevins, ET Docket 
No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 24, 2021) (stating that his company has “always been diligent in 
segmenting our networks so that our cameras never have direct access to the [I]nternet” and 
provides “a remote connection to [its] clients, but always through an intermediate interface”); 
Comments of Kyle Folger, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 27, 2021) (“Folger 
Comments”) (“Many of the systems are using the cameras on an isolated network not 
connected to the internet.”); Comments of Daniel Baran, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 
8, 2021) (describing installations performed with the “support and coordination of the IT/data 
professionals of that company . . . who have the network locked down securely to outside 
traffic”); Comments of MyrtleNET, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 13, 2021) (stating 
that its over ten thousand Hikvision cameras are deployed with firewalls). 

165  See Hikvision Comments at 22–26 for a detailed explanation of Hikvision’s numerous 
cybersecurity achievements. 

166  M&P Security Solutions Comments; see also Comments of Heather Martin, ET Docket No. 
21-232 (filed Aug. 30, 2021) (listing Hikvision’s numerous cybersecurity accomplishments 
and efforts); Richter Comments (stating that Hikvision is “responsive in issuing firmware 
upgrade[s] to their products as needed not only to improve their products but to increase 
defense against cybersecurity threats”); Joyce Comments (stating that Hikvision’s “firmware 
is constantly changing to be more secure”). 
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prevent that from happening again.”167  

• A Michigan-based small security business owner asserts that, in the ten years his 
company has been a Gold Partner of Hikvision, it has “installed hundreds of camera 
systems in [its] customer[s’] homes and businesses that also haven’t had one issue of 
network vulnerability or cyber threats from the cameras having outside 
connectivity.”168  

• An Ohio-based security business owner states that his company has “gone to great 
lengths to test and find products that meet [its] standards of security, in all the time [it 
has] never had one single instance of any security issues described in the 
[Commission’s] proposal.”169 

The overwhelming consensus is that Hikvision “has taken many steps over the years to make 

[its] products as safe and secure as possible” including “[h]iring leading security people for [its] 

 
167  Comments of Michael Edwards, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sep 20, 2021) (“Edwards 

Comments”); see also Crumbacher Comments (“We, nor any of our customers have ever felt 
a security threat with any of their products . . . . The constant firmware updates and support 
to their product line was like no other company we looked at (and we looked at many!!).”); 
Comments of Andrew J. Staves, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 9, 2021) (“Over the past 
years Hikvision has made security changes to make their products more secure. Complex 
password requirements, a secure password reset system, and cloud based remote access all 
help secure their products.”); Pittman Comments (“Over the years [Hikvision] ha[s] taken 
great lengths to increase security measures.”). 

168  Comments of Martin VanConant, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 13, 2021); see also 
M&P Security Solutions Comments (“We have never had any security-related issues with 
Hikvision equipment, specifically regarding hacking or any other cyber security threats.”); 
Comments of Titan Alarm Inc., ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sep 17, 2021) (“Titan Alarm 
Comments”) (“We have never had any security issues or concerns with the Hikvision camera 
line.”); Comments of Jennifer Kern, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sep 16, 2021) (“Kern 
Comments”) (stating that “Hikvision products have not posed threats, complaints or security 
concerns” to customers). 

169  Comments of Aaron Oakley, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 19, 2021) (“Oakley 
Comments”); see also Crumbacher Comments; Comments of Safeguard Security Cameras, 
ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 27, 2021) (“We have never once experienced any reason 
to question Hikvision USA’s commitment to protecting the US consumer market . . . .”); 
Comments of Jerry De Francisco, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 20, 2021) (questioning 
the Commission’s factual basis for an equipment authorization ban on Hikvision video 
surveillance equipment). 
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company and products” and providing security trainings to its dealer partners.170  Commenters 

also applaud the company’s transparency, noting that “Hikvision is the only company in the 

industry that has an Open Software source code laboratory at its Headquarters in City of 

Industry, CA” that “is available to anyone from [g]overnment or industry to come in and view its 

source code.”171  As one security business owner and retired law enforcement officer, with thirty 

years of experience in the security industry, put it, Hikvision has “some of the best security 

practices in the industry and continuously provide[s] improvements to security measures.”172   

 
170  Crumbacher Comments; see also Comments of  Halo Technologies & Security, ET Docket 

No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 17, 2021) (describing the cybersecurity trainings provided by 
Hikvision as helpful). 

171  Comments of Anthony DeStefano, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“DeStefano 
Comments”); see also Comments of Stu Forchheimer, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 16, 
2021) (“Forchheimer Comments”) (noting that Hikvision continues to supply its products for 
testing and its “software and product support for all of our charitable installations”). 

172  Comments of Bryan Parrott, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 16, 2021) (“Parrott 
Comments”) (stating Hikvision’s “multi authentication policies and mandatory password 
protection on boot up have been some of the best I have seen”). 
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C. There is Record Consensus that the Proposed Rules Are Arbitrary and 
Capricious Because the Commission Relies on Factors Congress Did Not 
Intend It to Consider When Setting Equipment Authorization Criteria and 
Fails to Consider Less Restrictive Alternatives. 

 
The Commission’s proposed rules would rely on factors Congress did not intend the 

Commission to consider173 and are therefore arbitrary and capricious.174  The Commission’s 

“Covered List” has no relation to either of the factors that Congress clearly intended the 

Commission to consider when setting RF equipment authorizations: interference potential and 

susceptibility to interference.175  Instead of either of these technical bases, the record reflects that 

the Commission appears to be considering perceived network security factors as a basis for 

denying, or rescinding, equipment authorizations.176   

Further, the NPRM fails to demonstrate why less-drastic alternatives are inadequate to 

address any of the Commission’s hypothetical security concerns.  Courts of appeals have found 

that an agency acts arbitrarily and capriciously when it “fail[s] to consider an obvious and less 

drastic alternative” to its proposed policy.177  Here, the NPRM veers from the Commission’s 

traditional rulemaking approach—typically, as demonstrated by the NOI, the Commission seeks 

 
173  See Dahua Comments at 4; Huawei Comments at 5–6, 31. 
174  Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n, 463 U.S. at 43 (“Normally, an agency rule would be arbitrary and 

capricious if the agency has relied on factors which Congress has not intended it to consider 
. . . .”).  

175  47 U.S.C. § 302a(a). 
176  See Dahua Comments at 14 (Prohibiting authorization of equipment based “solely on the 

identity of its manufacturer . . . is arbitrary and capricious”); Hytera Comments at 11 
(“Requiring the certification process for entities named on the Covered List, rather than for 
the Covered Equipment, is again unwarranted . . . .”); Huawei Comments at 6 (“The 
Commission cannot arbitrarily and capriciously change course to promote a rule under which 
technical performance of the equipment is ignored and has no bearing.”).  

177  Yakima Valley Cablevision, Inc. v. FCC, 794 F.2d 737, 746 (D.C. Cir. 1986); see also Edison 
Elec. Inst. v. EPA, 2 F.3d 438, 448 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (“The failure to consider legitimate 
alternatives may render an agency decision arbitrary and capricious.”). 
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to build a record in order to better understand and address the issues at hand.  Instead, the NPRM 

appears to set forth pre-determined conclusions and seeks comment merely to reinforce them.178  

Thus, the Commission fails to carefully consider alternative approaches to protecting the 

network security of the United States.  Indeed, it is unreasonable to treat all equipment on the 

Covered List identically.  The NPRM lumps video surveillance equipment in with network 

equipment, despite the obvious and dramatic differences between these core network equipment 

and peripheral devices, and ignores the technical aspects of device installations that remove the 

possibility of any security threat.179  Indeed, the Commission proposes to prohibit all Hikvision 

video surveillance equipment in the United States—regardless of the reality that the majority of 

this equipment is installed so as to pose no security threat.    

Finally, the NPRM’s supposed national security justifications are undercut by the lack of 

any “rip and replace” funding for Hikvision equipment.  As set forth in Hikvision’s opening 

comments,180 Congress specifically determined in the Consolidated Appropriations Act (“CAA”) 

that it would make reimbursement funds available only for the removal of Huawei and ZTE 

equipment, and not Hikvision equipment.181  In the Supply Chain Third Report and Order, the 

Commission reinforced this determination, indicating that USF recipients will not be reimbursed 

to remove Hikvision equipment from their networks, and therefore they have no legal obligation 

 
178  NPRM & NOI at 38–41 ¶¶ 98–105. 
179  See also Dahua Comments at 15 (stating that the NPRM “treat[s] all equipment on the 

Covered List, without regard to the technical parameters of any particular item, as a threat to 
the public interest and national security”); Hytera Comments at 4–6, 9–11 (urging the 
Commission to clarify the scope of the Covered List); Huawei Comments at 7–8, 10.  

180  Hikvision Comments at 48. 
181  Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, Pub. L. No. 116-260, § 901, 134 Stat. 1182, 

2120−21 (2020). 
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to remove that equipment.182  Finally, the FCC’s recent FAQ on reimbursements under the SNA 

also underscores that “the replacement of non-Huawei or ZTE . . . customer premises equipment 

[is] not reasonably necessary to the removal . . . of covered communications equipment or 

service,” and accordingly “costs associated [with the removal of such equipment] are ineligible 

for reimbursement.”183  Plainly, the FCC’s own determination that this equipment poses no 

threat sufficient to justify funding its removal directly undermines the NPRM’s claim that all 

such equipment must be kept out of the country for national security reasons—failing to aid 

American businesses with the enormous costs of removing all such equipment ensures that it, 

and any threat it purportedly represents, will remain.    

D. Commenters Agree that the Proposed Regulations Are Arbitrary and 
Capricious Because of the Highly Disruptive Effect They Would Have on 
American Businesses, End Users, Manufacturers, and Global Trade. 

 
The record reflects consensus that broad changes to the Commission’s equipment 

authorization regime would be highly disruptive and impose substantial burdens on American 

businesses, distributors, installers, and manufacturers across the supply chain.184  It would also 

deny small American businesses and end users access to reliable equipment to secure their 

premises in a cost-effective manner, interfere with global trade practices, and raise substantial 

implementation obstacles for the Commission.   

 
182  Protecting Against National Security Threats to the Communications Supply Chain Through 

FCC Programs, Third Report and Order, FCC 21-86, WC Docket No. 18-89, ¶¶ 38–39 (rel. 
July 14, 2021) (“Supply Chain Third Report and Order”). 

183  See FCC, Secure and Trusted Communications Networks Reimbursement Program: 
Frequently Asked Questions 11, https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-376062A1.pdf 
(last updated Sept. 24, 2021). 

184  See Dahua Comments at ii, 21–22; CTIA Comments at 8–12; CTA Comments at 19; ITIC 
Comments at 8–10; Trade Associations NPRM Letter at 2. 
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The consequences of the Commission’s proposed equipment authorization regime—

particularly its proposal to revoke existing equipment authorizations—would weaken the 

domestic supply chain for video surveillance equipment and be catastrophic for American small 

security businesses.185  According to security industry professionals in the docket, replacing 

 
185  See, e.g., CTA Comments at 14; CTIA Comments at 2, 10; NTCA Comments at 7; ITIC 

Comments at 2, 8; TIA Comments at 11–12; 5G Americas Comments at 3; Comments of 
Blue Sky Technologies LLC, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 25, 2021) (“[B]anning the 
Hikvision line of camera systems in the United States would greatly impact not only [Blue 
Sky Technologies’] business and income, but also affect many of [its] clients who have spent 
hundreds of thousands of dollars on [Hikvision products].”); Comments of Guardian Safe & 
Lock LLC, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 30, 2021) (“Guardian Safe & Lock 
Comments”) (“Hikvision’s products and services are critical to the future growth of my 
business and hundreds of thousands of other small to large . . . [b]usinesses like mine across 
the USA”); Comments of Yisrael Gold, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 24, 2021) (“Gold 
Comments”) (“My life, my employees[’] lives and thousands of other security installers and 
technicians will be severely impacted by disallowing us access to the world[’s] largest and 
most professional provider of security hardware.”); Comments of Michael Bolton, ET 
Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 27, 2021) (“Banning Hikvision products will be catastrophic 
for many businesses that are selling and installing [their] product . . . . It will also be 
catastrophic for the individuals that have systems now or need an affordable [security] 
system . . . .”); Oakley Comments (“[T]his FCC proposal could greatly affect my business, 
employees and our families.”); Pittman Comments (“The FCC proposal will hurt the small 
security businesses the most.”); Comments of Oscar Cortes, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed 
Aug. 24, 2021) (“Cortes Comments”) (“Not allowing the sale of Hikvision products in the 
United States will directly impact the 24 families that depend on our company, as it is our 
primary line of products.”); Comments of Mike Hall, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 24, 
2021) (“Hall Comments”) (“I feel if [the proposed rules are adopted] that there will be a lot 
of harm done to smaller contractors and installers that could and will impact our economy 
and the jobs market.”); Comments of Bob Ray, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 24, 2021) 
(“As a concerned reseller/certified installer[,] our business would drastically be impacted by 
not being able to secure and install Hikvision security product in the [U.S.] because of the 
large existing customer base that we maintain and support.”); Comments of Ron Valdez, ET 
Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 24, 2021); Comments of Mark Zuckerman, ET Docket 21-
232 (filed Sept. 9, 2021) (“Zuckerman Comments”) (stating that if Hikvision equipment is 
banned “there will be a lot of harm done to smaller contractors and installers that could and 
will impact our economy and the jobs market”); Comments of Junto Technology, LLC, ET 
Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 13, 2021) (“Junto Technology Comments”) (stating that a ban 
on Hikvision equipment would “cause severe hardship on [its] company and its employees”); 
Comments of The Alarm Security Guy, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“The 
Alarm Security Guy Comments”) (“If this product is not available for my customers, it will 
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Hikvision equipment would entail a significant undertaking that could take years to complete due 

to the tremendous existing pandemic-induced backlog in the video surveillance industry, leave  

vendors with considerable unusable inventory, and hurt the video surveillance supply chain and 

market, as there is no current replacement for Hikvision products on the market.186  The Internet 

 
impact our pricing and create a major [lull] of income for our future business.”); Comments 
of Faisal Farooqui, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“Farooqui Comments”) 
(“The FCC Proposal will severely impact our business and thus our family's livelihood.”); 
Comments of Warren L., ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 20, 2021) (“People rely heavily 
on Hikvision products to keep their business alive, and it would be catastrophic to take such 
an impactful product away from the industry.”); Crumbacher Comments (“The loss of 
Hikvision would have a huge impact on our business. It would take us years to get back to 
the level we are now with Hikvision.”); Joyce Comments (“It would have an adverse effect 
on my business and repeat customers if I lost access to [the Hikvision] product line.”); Titan 
Alarm Comments (stating that a ban of Hikvision equipment would “significantly impact our 
business as we cannot find a vendor to provide a camera system that is as simple and easy to 
use as the Hikvision equipment for lower-level camera systems”); Comments of Domenic 
LaRocca, ET 21-232 (filed Sep 17, 2021) (“LaRocca Comments”) (“This FCC proposal will 
have a dramatic impact on our business in a negative way. Our company has spent a lot of 
time building this brand and promoting it. We have also invested in a heavy amount of 
inventory.”); Comments of Allegiant Security Cameras LLC, ET 21-232 (filed Sep 16, 2021) 
(“Allegiant Security Cameras Comments”) (“If the FCC proposal is passed it will have a 
major negative impact on our business as well as our customers.”); Parrott Comments 
(“Removing our ability to purchase and install [Hikvision] camera systems would severally 
impact my business offerings and bottom line.”); Kern Comments (“If this proposal was to 
move forward, it would force businesses to remove and/or replace products with other 
companies products that are potentially unsafe platforms. Hikvision product is the livelihood 
of many in the USA, and a ban will impact a tremendous amount of businesses and people 
negatively.”); c.f. Trade Associations NPRM Letter at 2 (arguing that “revocation of existing 
authorizations raises serious implementation challenges,” including communicating the 
change to consumers, locating devices sold at retail or that have been incorporated into other 
equipment, and resolving the complications of replacing existing equipment installations.); 
Tatel/Johnson Letter at 4 (“Legally and practically, revocation of previous authorizations 
would create significant problems that we believe would outweigh the potentially marginal 
security benefits of mandating and accelerating the unfunded removal of existing covered 
equipment.”). 

186  See, e.g., Forchheimer Comments (“Removing [Hikvision] will cause a supply problem in 
our industry that would be 10X worse than any Pandemic we have seen or any other event 
that can affect a supply chain of this magnitude. It would cripple our business and the 
industry as a whole. Video surveillance would only be available for the wealthiest institutions 
. . . We are having difficulties acquiring [Hikvision] product[s] now, removing the ability to 
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Technology Industry Council agrees that “manufacturers are already facing significant 

challenges in meeting demand for new communications equipment” and “it would be extremely 

challenging, if not impossible, to find cost-effective offerings that could be obtained in a timely 

manner to satisfy new product sales and replacement needs going forward.”187  This situation 

would be particularly dire for the many businesses still in the process of recovering from the 

financial hardship of the COVID-19 pandemic.188  As previously noted, the Commission has 

been reluctant to impose an unfunded mandate on large commercial providers of advanced  

communications services by requiring them to rip and replace such equipment without 

reimbursement funding.189  Yet, the Commission is seemingly willing to impose an unfunded 

mandate on thousands of small businesses to rip and replace Hikvision equipment from their 

 
acquire [these] product[s] during the [p]andemic will halt our video surveillance installation 
business.”); Comments of James M Starr, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Sept. 16, 2021) (“The 
replacement of [Hikvision and Dahua] equipment will be an incredible undertaking that will 
take years to complete due to a current lack of a viable replacement or the current 
manufacturing volume by competitors to Hikvision/Dahua.”); Edwards Comments 
(“Removing [Hikvision] from our authorized products to sell would create dead inventory 
that we would not be able to sell and would cause financial hardship at a time when we are 
still working hard to make it out of the COVID disruption.”); Comments of Ciprian Pasare, 
ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 27, 2021) (“The decision to eliminate [Hikvision] from 
the US market will have a huge impact on our small business as it will be difficult to start all 
over again with training, testing and investing in other products on the market.”). 

187  ITIC Comments at 9–10; see also Huawei Comments at 15–16 (noting the potential adverse 
impact on the supply chain). 

188  See, e.g., Forchheimer Comments (“The Pandemic alone has caused us a tremendous 
backlog, tak[ing] out a major supplier like [Hikvision] will cause a ripple effect that will last 
years in this industry, not to mention the challenges in supporting the tremendous base of 
customers that will no longer have the support they need to continue using the surveillance 
equipment that's been installed.”); Edwards Comments (“Removing [Hikvision] from our 
authorized products . . . would cause financial hardship at a time when we are still working 
hard to make it out of the COVID disruption.”). 

189  Supply Chain Third Report and Order ¶¶ 38–39. 
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supply chains, despite its acknowledgement that this is not a national security priority.190   

Indeed, multiple commenters predict that the elimination of Hikvision equipment from the 

United States market could result in the collapse of many small security businesses, with 

primarily large security companies left operating and monopolizing the market to the detriment 

of American business owners and consumers.191     

Further, removal of Hikvision video surveillance equipment from the American video 

surveillance market would be highly detrimental to end users served by security businesses.192  

Currently, American businesses rely on millions of Hikvision devices, authorized for marketing 

and sale under the Commission’s existing rules for a variety of purposes, including for safety and 

health.193  The Commission’s proposed policy change would deprive end users of the ability to 

repair, replace, or purchase new equipment, or to use the equipment that they have lawfully 

 
190  See supra Section V.C.  
191  See, e.g., Zuckerman Comments (“I feel if this is passed that there will be a lot of harm done 

to smaller contractors and installers that could and will impact our economy and the jobs 
market.”); Titan Alarm Comments (“Forcing our industry (surveillance and security) to use 
specific brands would not be right and seems to form a natural monopoly for those large 
USA based providers.”); Junto Technology Comments (“If we lose access to [Hikvision’s] 
products, I am almost certain that it will result in a major disruption to our business, loss of 
trust in our company, and despite all the hard work we have done to not downsize through 
Covid; we would be forced to cut our workforce in half and possibly shut down this division 
of our company.”); Pittman Comments (“The FCC proposal will hurt the small security 
businesses the most. We are only able to thrive because of companies like Hikvision [that 
provide] good quality and a good price. The companies that will benefit from this will take 
advantage of the market and push the smaller companies like us out.”). 

192  See, e.g., TIA Comments at 11–12; CTIA Comments at 10–11; Forchheimer Comments; 
Crumbacher Comments; DeStefano Comments; LaRocca Comments; Joyce Comments 
(noting Hikvision products’ ease of use and unique features); Parrott Comments (noting 
Hikvision’s competitive pricing); Allegiant Security Cameras Comments. 

193  See NTCA Comments at 7; Tatel/Johnson Letter at 4 (noting that equipment revocation 
“could reach well outside the communications sector and the national security arena” to 
stores, schools, and “other small entities”).   
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already purchased.194  Indeed, numerous distributors of Hikvision equipment agree that 

Hikvision offers secure, high-quality, easy-to-use, and affordable video surveillance equipment, 

and comparable video surveillance equipment on the market is significantly more expensive and 

less accessible to average Americans seeking to protect their businesses or homes.195  The 

elimination of Hikvision equipment in the United States video surveillance market will result in 

less competition, thus forcing higher prices on American consumers who might no longer be able 

to afford to purchase security systems and equipment.196  According to one security professional 

who regularly installs Hikvision security camera systems in low-income neighborhood apartment 

communities, at this time, it is impossible “to find a compliant system that meets those client 

 
194  See, e.g., CTA Comments at 14 (“If revocation was pursued, at the snap of a finger all these 

devices could become contraband.”); CTIA Comments at 10; Huawei Comments at 16–17; 
Dahua Comments at 5; The Alarm Security Guy Comments (stating that if it cannot no 
longer sell Hikvision devices, the company’s business will suffer and its customer prices will 
increase).  

195  See, e.g., Comments of Alpine Communications Inc., ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 30, 
2021) (stating that Hikvision’s products are “far superior to much of the market and allow 
[Alpine’s] customers to enjoy a quality product at an affordable price”); Gold Comments 
(describing how the quality and price of Hikvision cameras are superior to those of other 
manufacturers); Comments of John Prindle, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 20, 2021); 
Forchheimer Comments (describing Hikvision’s equipment as “some of the most effective 
cameras on the market at a price point that allows us to meet budget requirements that 
provide some of the best images allowing us to provide quality video to the authorities that 
will use the video for actionable results”); Comments of Don Kwapien, ET Docket No. 21-
232 (filed Sept. 21, 2021) (noting the affordable pricing and technological innovation of 
Hikvision’s security cameras); Crumbacher Comments (“10 years ago we chose Hikvision 
over the other surveillance companies due to their level of security and product cost.”); 
DeStefano Comments; LaRocca Comments; Joyce Comments (stating that Hikvision’s 
“product choices are vast, easy to use, inexpensive, and extremely reliable” and “have 
features that are unavailable from non[-]Chinese companies such [as] full color in total 
darkness”); Parrott Comments (noting Hikvision’s competitive pricing).  

196  See Dahua Comments at 5, 22 (“[B]y banning equipment made by two of the leading Chinese 
manufacturers in the video security segment, the proposed rules will limit the supply of such 
equipment and therefore necessarily drive up the price paid by U.S. end-users.”); Farooqui 
Comments; DeStefano Comments; LaRocca Comments; Crumbacher Comments. 
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needs which have all the features they want at a cost they [can] afford.”197  Small security 

businesses also express concern that should the Commission adopt its proposed equipment 

authorization rules, it would destroy the reputations of their companies with their clients who 

have trusted the quality of the Hikvision products and require complete overhauls of clients’ 

security systems at substantial consumer cost.198   

There is also record consensus that the Commission’s proposed regulatory regime 

threatens both jobs and safety.199  Hikvision creates many jobs for Americans, ranging from its 

own U.S.-based employees to those who distribute and install its products.200  Security 

 
197  Farooqui Comments; see also DeStefano Comments (stating that Hikvision’s “very 

affordable product makes it possible to install video cameras in areas that at one time would 
not make it economic sense”); LaRocca Comments (describing Hikvision as “a reliable and 
affordable solution for many customers”); Crumbacher Comments (noting that the “loss of 
Hikvision” would impose significant costs on his customers); Polizzi Comments (stating that, 
“[i]f Hikvision we[re] to be removed from the US market a huge, unfillable, gap would be 
created in the security market. Costs and lead times would skyrocket leaving our customers 
less secure”). 

198  See, e.g., Junto Technology Comments (stating that a Hikvision equipment ban “will result in 
a major disruption to [its] business [and a] loss of trust in [its] company”); Crumbacher 
Comments (stating that the Commission’s proposed action “would make [his company] look 
like a non-trust worthy company”); Comments of Matt Smith, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed 
Sep 16, 2021) (“If we are no longer able to offer the brand and have to change to another 
manufacturer it will result in loss of business, hurt reputation, and a decrease in our ability to 
assist clients.”); LaRocca Comments (stating that the “FCC proposal  . . . will hurt our 
credibility”); Guardian Safe & Lock Comments; Gold Comments; Cortes Comments; Oakley 
Comments. 

199  See, e.g., Dahua Comments at 5 (“Limiting Dahua USA’s access to the U.S. market . . .  
would result in direct and indirect job loss and other harms to the U.S. economy.”); 
Crumbacher Comments; DeStefano Comments; Junto Technology Comments; Zuckerman 
Comments; Pittman Comments; Gold Comments. 

200  See, e.g., Crumbacher Comments (explaining the adverse impact—physically and mentally—
if the Commission’s proposed action on the regional Hikvision representatives that assist 
installers throughout the country); DeStefano Comments (stating that the Commission’s 
proposed action “has also had a negative [effect on] other Hikvision employees and their 
dealers”); Junto Technology Comments (stating that a Hikvision equipment ban would force 
the company “to cut [its] workforce in half and possibly shut down this division of [its] 
company”); Zuckerman Comments; Pittman Comments; Gold Comments. 
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companies that rely on Hikvision products also provide jobs that would be placed at risk by the 

proposals of the NPRM.  At the same time, the NPRM raises safety risks because the elimination 

of a quality yet affordable video surveillance manufacturer from the market may make new 

installations unaffordable to many homeowners, businesses, and organizations.  As a result, 

schools, hospitals, community organizations, businesses, and residential properties will be able 

to deploy fewer cameras and receive less video coverage, which could result in more crimes 

perpetrated and a decrease in public safety.201  In addition, as CTIA notes, equipment revocation 

could “create a new category of vulnerable devices” as “[o]wners of de-authorized devices may 

also have trouble getting software updates or security patches for those devices, leaving them 

more vulnerable to malicious attacks.”202    

The Commission’s proposed equipment authorization rules would also discourage 

technological innovation in the United States.  The Commission’s equipment authorization 

process facilitates technological innovation in the United States, allowing innovators of all sizes 

to “lawfully import, sell, market, and ship radio frequency devices.”203  Changes to this regime 

could debilitate the innovation process as in the long-term, developers of innovative equipment 

may be dissuaded from introducing their devices, base stations, switches, and components in the 

 
201  See, e.g., Gold Comments; Forchheimer Comments (“Most of the schools we work with are 

even more concerned now with having the best video images to assist them in keeping their 
schools safe. Without [Hikvision], we would not be able to continue to support their annual 
upgrades, replace their devices that fail and or work on their new buildings as they decide to 
add to their existing systems.”); DeStefano Comments (“Crime and terrorism are on the rise, 
prohibiting Hikvision product to be made available to the Public and Private sector would 
truly pose a security risk.”).  

202  CTIA Comments at 10–11.  
203  CTA Comments at 9.   
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United States, and instead chose markets outside of the United States.204  As the Consumer 

Technology Association explains, “there are good reasons to believe [that layering on more 

regulations dispersed across the U.S. government] will cut off U.S. innovation at the knees, 

hamstring our international competitiveness without making us any safer.”205   

Global trade practices and relationships could also be adversely impacted, making it more 

difficult for American businesses to engage in foreign markets.206  For instance, numerous 

commenters explain that changes to the existing equipment authorization regime could have a 

significant, negative impact on the mutual recognition agreements that expedite global trade of 

telecommunications equipment.207  Under mutual recognition agreements, “participating 

countries mutually recognize the competence of each other’s testing laboratories and certification 

bodies and mutually accept conformity assessment results (test reports and certification),” which 

“expedites the approval process, speeds time to market, and decreases regulatory compliance 

costs to manufacturers.”208  Revocation of existing equipment authorizations could undermine 

existing mutual recognition agreements between the United States and other countries or 

 
204  5G Americas Comments at 3; Huawei Comments at 15 (“The proposed rules will continue 

and expand the separation of the United States supply chain from China, resulting in harm to 
the leadership of United States companies by forcing them to shrink revenues and cut 
spending on research and development.”), 16 (contending that the proposed rules could 
deprive American consumers of product developments by companies on the Covered List); 
DeStefano Comments (“Hikvision is the world’s largest security manufacturer in the industry 
with the largest R&D staff in the world. The R&D team has developed many great 
technological features that have helped reduce[] crime and terrorism.”).  

205  CTA Comments at 8.   
206  See CTA Comments at 23–24; CTIA Comments at 12; USTelecom Comments at 6.  
207  CTA Comments at 24; ITIC at 10; Trade Associations NPRM Letter at 2.   
208  CTA Comments at 24; see also CTIA Comments at 12.   
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frustrate their ongoing administration.209  Further, targeting only five companies of Chinese 

origin violates the non-discriminatory principles in the World Trade Organization Agreement on 

Technical Barriers to Trade that “Members shall ensure that in respect of technical regulations, 

products imported from the territory of any Member shall be accorded treatment no less 

favourable than that accorded to like products of national origin and to like products originating 

in any other country.”210  

Multiple commenters also express concern that the Commission’s proposed equipment 

authorization regime would strain Commission resources, imposing additional and novel security 

responsibilities on the Office of Engineering and Technology.211  Indeed, as a coalition of trade 

and industry organizations explain, because the proposed regime “relates to the origin and 

pedigree of the device rather than its technical characteristics,” “[e]nacting these criteria would 

require gatekeeping a far larger scope of equipment for far different considerations than the FCC 

has traditionally examined.”212  Without significant increases in staffing and training, such 

implementation challenges may considerably delay the equipment review process, resulting in 

 
209  CTIA Comments at 12 (explaining that “the MRA between the European Community and the 

United States requires ‘confidence in the continued reliability of the other Party’s conformity 
assessments” and “[d]rastically altering the purpose and scope of the Commission’s 
equipment authorization process could raise questions about the predictability of U.S. 
conformity assessments”).  

210  Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade art.2.1, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement 
Establishing the World Trade Organization, Annex 1A, 1868 U.N.T.S. 120, 
https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/17-tbt.pdf; see also People’s Republic of China 
Comments at 3.  

211  CTA Comments at 10; CTIA Comments at 19–20, 32; ITIC Comments at 10; Trade 
Associations NPRM Letter at 2; Trade Associations NOI Letter at 3; Tatel/Johnson Letter at 
5.   

212  Trade Associations NPRM Letter at 2; see also Dahua Comments at i, 17 (“[I]t is 
questionable as to whether enforcement of the proposed rules would be practicable 
particularly as concerns Dahua’s equipment, given the prevalence of white-label products in 
the industry.”). 
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“companies facing delays in getting equipment to market, abandoning new products due to the 

unlikelihood of timely authorization, or shifting innovations to other markets.”213  Such 

outcomes would have a significant adverse impact on American consumers and the economy and 

must be avoided.214   

Notably, the few security professionals who support the Commission’s proposed 

equipment authorization rules appear to base their support on the self-interested objective of 

removing competition from the video surveillance market rather than substantiated security 

claims.215  Small business owners and employees, who rely on the sale of Hikvision video 

surveillance equipment, express concern over this anticompetitive assault on Hikvision and the 

political—rather than genuine national security—motivation behind the Commission’s proposed 

regulations.216  It is imperative that the Commission recognizes that its proposed equipment 

authorization rules will extend beyond mere posturing to adversely impact the survival of 

American businesses, the security of American consumers, and the health of the American 

economy. 

 
213  CTA Comments at 11; see also ITIC Comments at 10; Trade Associations NPRM Letter at 2.   
214  CTA Comments at 11; CTIA Comments at 19–20. 
215  See, e.g., Coalition for a Prosperous America Comments at 3; Comments of John Minasyan, 

OET 21-232 (filed Sep 21, 2021); Comments of Charles Vowell, OET 21-232 (filed Sep 20, 
2021). 

216  See, e.g., Crumbacher Comments (“This is absolutely ridiculous and nothing more than a 
political move.”); Folger Comments (“This feels like a political stunt . . . .”); Brooks 
Comments (“Please punish China some other way.”); Hall Comments; Comments of Jason 
Walsh & Marian Bassalious, ET Docket No. 21-232 (filed Aug. 30, 2021); Joyce Comments 
(“I do have a problem with the propaganda put out by Hikvision competitors to blackball the 
equipment.”); Comments of Craig A. Waltzer, ET 21-232 (filed Sept. 15, 2021) (“In my 
humble opinion, the FCC proposal is political and anti-competitive.”). 
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VI. THE PROPOSED RULES ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL. 

In our opening comments, we demonstrated that withholding equipment authorizations 

from Chinese companies because of their Chinese affiliation is an equal protection violation.  A 

number of other commenters expressed similar concerns under other constitutional provisions. 

Dahua, for example, argued that the proposed rules would constitute an unlawful bill of 

attainder.217  Labelling specific companies as “threats to national security”—without any 

evidence—and “barring them from importing, marketing and selling their products” would 

impose a “punishment” without an opportunity for a hearing in violation of the Constitution.218  

Some commenters supporting the rules make clear that their support is at least partly based on a 

desire for such punishment, but with little if any correlation between the alleged transgressions 

and the punishment.  JVCKENWOOD, for example, argues that “certain businesses in China 

have engaged in questionable or outright unlawful practices,” and gives an example of 

complaints filed with the Commission’s Enforcement Bureau relating to radios manufactured by 

Chinese companies not the subject of the NPRM.219  These complaints, however, have absolutely 

nothing to do with video surveillance equipment from Hikvision (and Dahua) targeted by the 

proposals of the NPRM—and it is not only unconstitutional but also defies common sense to 

punish one set of companies for alleged “outright unlawful practices” by others.  Literally the 

only thing in common between the companies that JVCKENWOOD identifies and Hikvision is 

 
217  See Dahua Comments at 17–18; see also Huawei Comments at 36; Hikvision Comments at 

35 n.77. 
218  Dahua Comments at 18. 
219  JVCKENWOOD Comments at 4 & n.7.  China Tech Threat and BluePath Labs lob even 

vaguer accusations that “PRC device manufacturers support PRC goals,” and that “PRC is 
trying to gain global dominance in advanced technology industries” by “cheating.”  China 
Tech Threat and BluePath Labs Comments at 20–21.   
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that they are Chinese, and as our opening comments explained, that is not a lawful basis for 

disfavored regulatory treatment.  

Dahua also argued that revoking existing authorizations would violate the Due Process 

Clause.220  Just as the equipment authorization process focuses on technical requirements,221 the 

Commission’s rules permits withdrawals of such authorizations “in the event of changes in 

technical standards,” and after a specified process including a “suitable amortization period for 

equipment in [the] hands of users and in the manufacturing process.”222  But as Dahua also notes, 

the “identity of the manufacturer of the equipment” is not a “technical standard.”223 Moreover, 

the proposed regulations go farther than just affecting manufacturers’ property interest in their 

equipment authorizations, and actually deprive them of their property interests in their physical 

products as well.   

 The Fifth Amendment prohibits the government from depriving individuals or companies 

of property without due process and just compensation.224  An unconstitutional taking can 

involve personal property as well as real property, and it can occur when a government 

regulation goes “too far” in depriving an owner of its property rights.225  Although the Court has 

been reluctant to find a taking when commercial regulations take away some, but not all, of a 

property owner’s rights to its property, the Commission’s proposed regulations effectively take 

away any economically viable use for covered products. 

 
220  Dahua Comments at 19–21; Huawei Comments at 34–35. 
221  See supra at 16–18. 
222  47 C.F.R. § 2.939(c). 
223  Dahua Comments at 20. 
224  U.S. Const. amend. V. 
225  Maryland Shall Issue, Inc. v. Hogan, 963 F.3d 356, 364 (4th Cir. 2020). 
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 The Court’s decision in Andrus v. Allard is instructive.226  In that case, companies that 

sold certain cultural artifacts alleged that the Migratory Bird Act—which made the sale of bald 

eagle feathers illegal—deprived them of their rights to pre-existing stocks of feathers because 

they could no longer be sold.227  While the Court ultimately did not find a regulatory taking, its 

reasoning is informative.  The Court emphasized that “the denial of one traditional property right 

does not always amount to a taking.  At least where an owner possesses a full ‘bundle’ of 

property rights, the destruction of one ‘strand’ of the bundle is not a taking, because the 

aggregate must be viewed in its entirety.”228  Thus, the Court considered it “crucial” that the 

traders “retain the rights to possess and transport their property, and to donate or devise the 

protected birds,”229 and that “they might exhibit the artifacts for an admissions charge.”230 

 Here, in contrast, the Commission’s rules would deny manufacturers virtually all of their 

rights in covered products.  Without an equipment authorization, covered equipment has no 

value.  If a device does not have an equipment authorization, a manufacturer cannot 

“manufacture, import, sell, offer for sale, . . . ship . . . or use” it.231  Thus, the specific “strands” 

of property rights that were still available to merchants in Andrus—which the Court considered 

crucial to upholding the law—would all be denied to manufacturers of covered products. 

 
226  444 U.S. 51 (1971). 
227  Id. at 52–55. 
228  Id. at 65–66. 
229  Id. at 66. 
230  Id. 
231  47 U.S.C. § 302a(b) (emphasis added). 
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VII.  CONCLUSION  

The comments overwhelmingly confirm that the proposed rules should not be adopted.  

At least with respect to video surveillance equipment, they will not further national security or 

end-user cybersecurity, and they will harm the ability of end users’ businesses to secure their 

premises and personnel costs effectively.  Furthermore, the Commission not only lacks any 

authority to utilize the equipment authorization process to promulgate this type of ban but—as 

many commenters noted—it should in any event not seek to regulate on its own but engage in 

thoughtful collaboration with other agencies and stakeholders.  Adoption of these rules would be 

arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to both statutory law and the U.S. Constitution.  
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